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Salutation! 
T o  the Newspaper Grozrp of S. L. -4. - Grccling! 
Number 10 
w E ARE now in the month of December, a t  the end of another calend,u year, and half way through our association year, figuring upon the allnual conventions. Looking ahead to June 1932,we contemplate our annual con- 
ference. This is also the time to look back upon the past six months and ask ollr- 
selves if we have accomplished anything. If so, how much credit can we bestow up011 
our fellow members for what they contributed to our knowledge a t  our 1930 con- 
ference? While it is true that these annual gatherings always provide us with enjoy- 
ment in the reunions, we cannot lose sight of the fact that these meetings arc intended 
to be serious affairs. They are business gatherings, and our business is to lean fran 
each other, to teach each other and to exchange views and opinions that will help 
those who need these helpful suggestions. 
Speaking for myself, I never come home without a feeling of satisfaction that I 
have profited by what I have heard and have learned much that I can put to use in 
my department. This, lo me, is the great value in my membership in the Newspaper 
Group of S. L. A. ' 
The newspaper library is constantly expanding. I t  is growing in importance each 
year. I see it in my work. The other departments in a well-organized newspaper are 
becoming greatly dependent upon the library department for information. As has 
been pointed out hefore, the newspaper plant which has an efficient reference library 
is far ahead of the plants which d o  not have reference libraries. 
Therefore, it behooves the librarians ol newspapers t o  make themselves and their 
departments more efficient. Time is a factor in every newspaper plant. Econo~i~y In 
time must be observed. When information is wanted from the library il is wiunted 
immediately. The librarian who has his work and his tiles so well organized that lie 
can respond instantly with the informalion sought is the librarian who is efficient He 
is a very valuable asset to the whole organization from cellar to roof. 
I trust that none of my brethren will think that I arn giving them a lecture, or 
sermonizing to them. That is not my purpose, But I have a purpose in prese~lting [his 
letter to  you. I am looking ahead t o  our 1932 conference while looti~lg back at our 
1931 gathering, and the "burden of my song" is CLASSIFICATION. 
I t  seems to me that we have now arrived a t  that point where we can and s h ~ l c l  
be of help to each other. Classilication has bothered meconsiderably since our Cleveland 
meeting. We talked classification, and discussed it in various ways, a n d  while we 
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talked and discussed we brought down upon ourselves what might be regarded as a 
deserved rebuke from Mr. Floyd Miller of Kuyal Oak, Michigan, who is now a news- 
paper publisher and a former reference librarian of the Delroif N m s .  
You who were a t  the Cleveland conference will recall his remarks. He was an 
attentive listener a t  our conference, and then he spoke. Not only did he speak, but he 
knew whereof he spoke. You will recall that he said: "You have talked here about 
classification, but what have you done about i t? Nothing!" 
Wasn't he right? What did we do about i t? He urged us to formulate some concrete 
plan of classification so that  all could take it and adopt it as far as possible, each in 
his respective library. 
Classification, in my opinion, is the all engaging subject for newspaper librarians to 
consider. I t  is a subject that is growing more and more important as year succeeds 
year. \Ire cannot escape it. Some of the newspaper reference departments have 
arrived at  a solution of the problem of classification. Others are struggling to attain 
perfection in it, if such a thing is possible. The librarian who is satisfied that he has 
solved the problem of classification can be of great help, great fraternal help, in giving 
of his knowledge to those members who are in need of it. 
For that reason I would like to suggest - nay, I urge -. that our 1932 gathering 
be dedicated to the subject of classification, and I respectfully call upon such mem- 
bers as have a good working system of classification to come to the 1932 conference 
prepared to pass on their experience. 
1 wish I had the power to explain through the medium of printer's ink just how 
important I think this subject is, and how important I feel that others think the 
same thing. If we can come away from the 1932 conference with concrete ideas anent 
classi~cation, the 1932 conference will go down in history as one of the most helpful 
that the Newspaper Group has had. Fortunately we have several reference librarians 
in our Group who are actively engaged in reclassifying their files, .And we have others 
who have passed that stage, so to  speak, and have a system they can tell us about. 
So, as your Chairman until we say our good-byes a t  Lake Placid next June, I am 
appointing a committee to prepare for and conduct a school, or class of instruction, 
or intelligence conference or whatever else you choose to call it,  on classification; and 
I hope Mr. Miller will be with us at  Lake Placid so  that ,  after we have finished with 
the subject of classification, we may merit his approbation as deservedly as we 
merited his rebuke a t  Cleveland. 
AND BY THESE PRESENTS, KNOW YE ALL MEN AND \\TOMEN 01: 
THE NE\\~SI-'APER GROUP that Ford M. Pettit of the Detroit News is Chairman 
of the C'um!nittee on Classification. Assisting hirn will be Edgar Ellis of the Ballivtorr 
Siiir, Blanche Davenport of the Cltrist.ia?r Srier~ce Monzlor, and William Vaughan of 
the Oakland I'ribil~te And I am also appointing Joseph F. Kwapq of the Plilladel+hia 
Plrblic Ledger as consultant mernber of the Comnittee on Classification. 
Before closing may 1 take this occasion to express my great esteem for each member 
of the Newspaper Group, and i.o wish him and her a very joyful and joyous Yuletide. 
And may the new year, a b o u ~  to dawn, be kind to you all, and with the help of Heav- 
en bestow upon each member, and those close to him and her, an abundance of 
health and prosperity, and may the fates be kind to us during 1932, and the high- 
ways, railways and airways land us safely at  Lake Placid in June. 
Yours for Classification, 
JOSEPH SIIBRTDZN, C11airtna)l. 
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British Newspaper Libraries 
One of the interestin periods experienced by the members of the Newspaper 
Group at the 1931 conirence in Cleveland was the reading of what we m i g h t  
term a Symposlum on British news aper libraries. For this w e  are indebted to James 
J. Eaton, L~brorlan of the ~ o r k r k n  P a t  at Leeds England. In response to an in-  
vitation extended on behalf of the Newspaper Group by Joseph F. KwapiI, Li- 
brarlan of the Philadelphia Public Ledger, Mr. Eaton interested three of his con- 
freres on B r ~ t ~ s h  journals to join with h i m  In this contribution. That the work of the 
newspaper librarian in England differs but  littls from the work of his American 
cousin can be gleaned from t h e  four papers wh~ch are herewith reproduced. 
The Daily Telegraph, London 
By SIDNEY MACER-WRIGHT, Librarian 
S PECIAL attention was paid to the Library's requirements when the Daily Tclc- graph's new ofices were erected, and 1 feel pretty conlident that there is no better 
equipped newspaper library in the country. The space allowed it is, of course, limited 
- I suppose there will never be a librarian who considers his quarters big enough - 
but othenvise the   lace is almost ideal. 
We have over six thousand volumes classified on the Dewey decirnalsystem, but. 
although they are invaluable and in constant use, the cuttings file constitutes the 
backbone of the Department. The cuttings are all pasted up and kept flat in folders 
in steel cabinets, the drawers o l  which run on ball bearings. 
The cuttings are liled on an alphabetical-n~lmerical system 2nd as simply as pos- 
sible, so that anyone should be able to lind what he wants if there is none of the 
Library staff available. 
Both cuttings and books are run on the open access system, and the privilege is 
rarely abused, but as a check against possible lapses everything borrowecl is entered 
up in a book: date, number of cuttings, subject, and borrower's name. 
The guide cards with which the folders are divided have provision for cross refei- 
ences, but this was abandoned, as experience has proved that  no one ever used it, and 
I find it much the best to make a nulnber of cuttings of one thing and file them in 
various obvious folders. For instance, three cuttings would be made of an item of 
news announcirig the gift by the  Pilgrim 'Trust of 25,000 to Cambridge Cnisereity. 
One would be filed undel Cambriclge University (Universities: Cambridge), one 
under Pilgrim Trust and the Lhird under Gifts and Benefactions. Nevertheless, cross 
references are made, but they are done on a card indes which also contains a card for 
every subject filed. 
Cuttings concerning a particular country are kept all together and are split up 
under subject headings. The American cuttings, for instance, occupy two or three 
drawers and the sub-divisions contain folders marked Government; Political; Mil- 
lionaires; Gangsters, Crime, Chicago; Universities, Trade; Relations with England, 
Foreign Relations, and so on. 
As anytliing may become important, the papers are cut pretty heavily and the 
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folders are weeded out periodicalty. When a subject becomes dead but has too much 
value to be thrown away, i t  is transferred t o  a dust-proof tin box, indexed and stored. 
Blue Books, and pamphlets too oddly shaped or cumbersome for the cuttings folders, 
are kept in specially made boxes on shelves above the  filing cabinets. These boxes are 
labelled with the initial letters of the subjects within them: thus CO I represents 
Coal; CO 2,  Cotton; VA I, Vaccination, and so on. They  are, of course, indexed, but  
this method of marking the  boxes often makes it pqssible for the Library staff im- 
mediately to lay their hands on the box required without stopping to refer to  the 
index. 
Various colored cards are used in the index. White cards indicate Cuttillgs; blue 
cards are used for Blue Books; pink cards for Pamphlets; green cards for cuttings re- 
moved from the General Fire and stored. We also use yellow cards on which are 
recorded actual facts that  have been asked for and only found after a more or less 
prolonged search. This use of colored cards has proved invaluable inasmuch as i t  
shows a t  a glance all our sources of information. 
In addition t o  the everyday staff demands upon the  Library, we receive an ever 
increasing number of enquiries by post and over the telephone frorh readers; some of 
these questions are very extraordinary, but we always try to supply the answers, and 
generally succeed. 
The Daily Herald, London 
By HERBERT SMITH BURGESS, 0.B-E., Librarian 
T HE main function of a newspaper library is, in my opinion, to furnish informa- tion on any subject with the minimum possible delay. T o  this end, the Daily 
Ilerald Library has adopted a system of filing, which, i t  is found, seldom fails to  meet 
demands. 
Before going into detail of this filing system, I will endeavor to give some idea of 
the work in the Library of British Labors' national daily. 
'The first job is LO clear up all cuttings requisitioned the pre~ious  day and see that  
all reference books have been returned. 
Attention is next turned to the reading or marking of the London papers. First 
comes the Daily Herald. All editions (including the Northern issues) are read, and in 
cases where a particular story appears in one edition only, a note to that effect is pu t  
on the cutting. I t  is found advantageous to mark personal and general cuttings in 
differently colored pencil, so that the cutter does not waste time when sorting into the 
different batches. When all London papers (including the evening papers of the 
previous day) and the principal provincial dailies have been read, the cuttings are 
sorted. 
The cabinets contaming the filed cuttings are avranged alphabetically, and each 
assistant has a certain number of letters in his or her section. 
With very few exceptions all cuttings are filed the same day. 
I will deal with the filing system. 
Personal cvltings: These are arranged alphabetically, but in the cases of prominent 
politicians separate folders are kept for speeches. This facilitates quick reference and 
also ensures purely biographical matter being kept distinct. 
General cutizngs are treated as follows: 
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Forezgn news: Appropriate sub-divisions are made. Take the case of France: sub- 
divisions such as France: Army, Finance, Finance-Loans, Labor, Labor-~isputes, 
Political, Political-Cabinet, etc., are made and the same would apply to all big coutl- 
tries. Such sub-divisions enable the foreign editor to l~andle a particular subject 
quickly, and without having to wade through a mass of irrelevant matter. In addition 
to keeping folders of such subjects as  unemployment, prisons, p r i s ~ ~ - ~ e f ~ r m ,  etc., 
under the various countries, a separate folder is also made for unemployment (world), 
prisons, etc. This has the advantage of enabling a composite story t o  bedone, without 
getting out dozens of folders 
Howze news: As the Daily Herald is the organ of the British Labor special 
attention is paid to industrial news. Special folders are kept for all uniorls affiliated to 
the Trades Union Congress, and their activities are duly filed under the various sec- 
tions, hlany sub-divisions evolve from industrial news, e.g. Hours and Wages, \!'age 
lIovements, Arbitrat~on. Industrial Disputes, and the like. 
Parlianzenl: Questions in Parliament as detailed in Hansard are recorded on the 
card index system. Book reviews, special articles, features, etc., are also treated in 
the same way. 
Reference hooks, elc.: 'The principal reference books, e .2 .  "Who's Who," "Burke's 
Peerage," Gazetteers, Dictionaries, are kept a t  hand so as to enable speedy dispatch 
to the sub-editors' room. All other books are card-~ndexed. 
The answering of queries and the  provision of reference books, especially in the 
late afternoon and early evening, take up a great deal of the Library staff's ti~ne. 
Iiumor, however, does sometimes make an appearance. An office boy had been asked 
to get "Who's W11o" from the  Llbrary. Not finding an assistant available, he left a 
note, "Mr. - wants Whose Zoo." An application to get Roget's "Thesaurus" 
made him turn pale. 
T o  revert to the filing system, candidates' election addresses, the various political 
parties' propaganda, etc., find a home in the Library. All Government publications, 
statistical reviews, commission rcports, are classified under the various subjects. 
I t  is not easy to say how w ~ d e  is the field covered by a London newspaper library. 
Readers ring up incessantly to get information "just to settle an argument." What is 
the cost of living' How is the indes figure arrived at? How m a n y  fights has Carnera 
won? Rlr. R. has arrived from America to buy first editions Can you please give me 
Iiis address? Hundreds of such questions are fired at the Library from readers and 
others. 
Then again the librarian is espected to answer mathematical problems, rransiate 
foreign docu~nents and, in sum, be practically a human encyclopedia. What is the 
French for gate-crasher? How does the quotation read: "Men or April when they 
woo"1 Such questions are easily turned up, but the enquirer looks askance if the li- 
hrarian cannot answer off-hand. 
The Daily Mail, London 
By MISS EFA GRIFFITHS, Librarian 
T H E  importance of the library in a newspaper ofice is very great, and its main 
aim is to be able to provide all members of the staff, editorial and commercial, 
with accurate information on any person or subject in the shortest possible time. 
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Thus, a I\-riter ran obtain data  on anyth~ng from science to \I hat is kllo\\~i t1 the 
neu spapcr world as S~ l ly  Season topics \i-ithout having to n-alt for long reseat ( :I \I ork 
To  cope with this demand, the Dally . l f ~ i l  Library is bu~ l t  up with boolrs. (1oi.el.n- 
ment blue books and publicat~ons, maps, ~ncleses, and - the most importult itcm - 
newspaper cuttings. Of the hooks, every conceivable encycloped~n, year book, direc- 
tory, and guide is kept, and as  many as space will allow of works on trdvel, gcneral 
information, and of biographies. 
To  deal with the most important of these - the cutttngs. These are taketi from 
all the London, and some of the nelvspapers, thus making tlic most com- 
prchensive record possible of the day's news The method by which this is carried out 
is as  follows. the papers are gone through, story by story, by one of the heat1 rnelnbers 
of the staff, and a chain of workers is organized so as to carry thrnugh the whole 
process, from the marking t o  the final disposal of each cutting in its folder, or classier. 
as  quickly as possible. As soon as each sheet is marked, i t  is handed over to  two Imys 
who stamp each story with thc day's date and a letter, or letters, showing fro111 which 
paper the cutting was taken, e .g . ,  RIP for Jforwing Post, etc., and then cut them out. 
From their hands the  cutlings pass to those of the sorters, and lastly to the assistants, 
who, each responsible for some particular block of files, put the cuttings away in their 
respective folders. By this method, the day's cuttings have all been placed in their 
folders before 5 p.m., and so are ready for use by the night staff, for compil~ng stories, 
and verifying facts, for the  following day's paper. 
The Daily Muil Librarv contains some 35.000 or 40,000 folders, and the number of 
cuttings contained in these is impossible to estimate, when one considers that this 
system of filing has been in force since the founding of the paper in 1Iay 1896. Ap- 
proximately 1,000 are put away each day, and to keep them within reasonable bounds 
i t  is olwiously essential tha t  the cuttings should be gone through periodically; this is 
Iiighly specialized work, in that  the person responsible for discarding must be able to 
judge a t  a glance whether a cutting is still of value, disposing of those which are no 
longer of use, a1 the same time carefully preserving all that give definite information, 
facts of interest, etc. The Personal folders need continual adapting and revising; when 
a person dies, his or her cuttings are taken away and placed among the Obituary 
cuttings, while marriages and divorces necessitate frequent changes among the fold- 
ers, in order to ensure that  they are accurate and up-to-date. 
The folders themselves are classified under four sections - Personal (biographical), 
General, Foreign, and Crime - and these folders form In themselves a gigantic index, 
kept and arranged as  simply as  possible, in order that searchers not trained to library 
methods can find what they want, should an emergency arise when no member of the 
Ltbrary staff happened to be present when cuttings were required. I t  is the pride of 
the librarians that there should be a natural and logical "hon~e" for every cutting, 
and that, the~efore, no reasonable enquirer should be unable to obtain esactly the 
information he wants within an extremely short space of time. 
The outside public are continually asking for information, both by telephone and 
Ily letter, and inquiries are received on such diverse subjects as the treatment of a 
sick tortoise, the weather forecast for some date weeks ahead, the disposal of works of 
ar t ,  stamps, elc., and also intimate problems of health or morals. Answers are given 
to all, and, in  the case of those queries which do not come within the province of a 
library, suggestions are given as to  the source where such information would be 
available. 
Another veq. important branch of the  Libr:ir> '5 11 ork is the ~ , ~ r d - ~ ~ ~ l ~ \ ; i ~ ~  O( ,he  
Daily -1lall itself, in all its editions. Several hundred cards a rc  \vr~tten each day, alld 
on these each name and incident is picked out ,  thus  dealing with tlle ne\\.s i n  far  
more detailed way than is possible in t he  cuttings. Ths indesing of a ne\yspaper is 
indexing on an enormous scale, for i t  deals with literally every subject under the sun, 
n-hile the indexer must possess a most  retentive and retrogressive Inemor? in order to 
cope with stories which begin as  perhaps a small news Item, and later develop along 
totally different lines from those at first indicated. T h e  indese~  must I,e able to recall 
the earlier cards, and to b ~ i n g  them in, \vith suitable cross references, to the amended 
and later story. At  the end ol each day,  the  cards arc sorted and put a\va>, &lid at the 
end of the year they are edited, and  then typed T h e  result makes three large ~.olumes, 
and these are in frequent use for verifying the  dates  of incidents, and for answering 
cluerics, as  also are the current year's cards, arranged in their own filing cabinet n h ~ r h  
c o ~ l s ~ s t s  of tnenty-t\vo metal drawers specially designed for rapid and eas>- reterer~ce. 
I ha\  e a h  ays found that  I\ omen are  far the  best makers of indews, for they alone 
seem to possess the endless pa~ i ence  and  keen eyc for detail which this nork so spe- 
clally requires. 
I t  is vcr), necessary to  keep,a careful record of everything borrowed from the Li- 
brary, and to see that  each night everything has Ixen returned to its appointed place. 
A book is kept open on the L i l~ r a ry  counter, in which is cntcred details of what is 
taken out, the name of the borrower, and  t he  initials of the member of the staff n.110 
has given i t  out, and the borrower has  t o  hold himsclf responsible for what he has 
taken until i t  has bee11 returned and  signed back in the book. 
T h e  Library staff consists of highly educated and specially trained nomen, most of 
whom have also travelled and so gathered ill\-aluable general information of foreign 
countries; ancl of boys recruited from board schools a t  the  age of fourteen I 1m.e 
found these escellent, ancl they a r e  employed in t he  stamping and cutting of papers, 
and  various other uays. SIost of them leave when they arc about seventeen or e~ght -  
een, but a fen esceptionally good ~vorkers  have been kept on, and have proved most 
escellent assistants, thcir work being chiefly the giving out  of information stored in 
t he  Library The  staff ~vork  on various shifts, so tha t  the Library is open from 8 a m .  
t o  midnight every day of the week. 
The Yorkshire Post, Leeds 
By JAMES J. EATON, Librarian 
ERE are some brief details regarding the newspaper library under my own 
H C h w  - tha t  of the  Yorksltire Post and  its associated newspapers, which are 
The Leerls Merc~~ry (daily), the  Yorkshire Evening Post, the Sports Post (Saturdays) 
and  the Yorkslaire Weekly Post. T h e  parent  newspaper of this group, the Yorkshire 
Post, which originally appeared a s  t h e  Leeds IIlf~bligeIlCe~ in the year 1754, covers a 
local cirulation area whose total  population esceeds 11,500,000, but, as Lord Irwin 
has pointed out, "the place of t h e  Yorkshire Post in the judgment of the public is f a r  
from heing confined to  Yorkshire and  t he  Nor th ;  and  i t  ranks among the first papers 
in the country." I have drawn at tent ion t o  this pronouncement not as an a d w t i s -  
ing point, but in order t o  emphasize t he  fac t  t h a t  this Library has always a dual 
problem to  face - the recording no t  only of local information over a wide area corn- 
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prising very extensive industrial and agricultural interests, but also of all affairs, at 
home and abroad, in a manner comprehensive enough to  meet the requirements of a 
national daily. The Yorkshire Post Library serves all the five newspapers mentioned 
both with information and pictures (including blocks). 
Comprehensive folders with sectional envelopes of cuttings are maintained, relat- 
ing to celebrities and other persons the world over in politics, society, art, science, 
education, sport, crime, etc., and also to  a very wide varlety of subjects from AGRI- 
CULTURE to ZOOLOGY. 
The  cuttings filed are taken mainly from our own papers and the London Titnes,  
but other leading daily newspapers, London and provincial, and certain other peri- 
odicals, British and foreign, are also cut as occasion requires. Oficial statements in 
document form upon questions of importance are also filed when obtained. 
A summary in'deu t o  the Yorkshire Post and the T i m e s  is dictated and typed da,ily 
for the use of the editor and managers, and upon this sunllnary is based chiefly the 
selection of cuttings which are taken for filing. 
The folder relating to  every person of importance contains, in addition to classified 
cuttings regarding his or her career, biographical notices which are brought up to 
date periodically in order to be available for immediate use at any time in one or other 
of our newspapers. Every subject of importance is divided into a number of sections 
and sub-sections, in logical sequence so far as is compatible with practical handling, 
there are, for instance, 24 main headings and 140 sub-headings in the program pre- 
pared for the filing of cuttings relating to  Aviation, and 2 1  main and 148 sub-headings 
for that  concerned with Music. By means of careful and detailed classification, the 
cuttings are rendered the more rapidly accessible. In order to ensure that  any im- 
portant cutting required may be found rapidly upon request, duplicates and some- 
times triplicates are filed under both a personal and a subject heading or under 
various subjects as may be required. 
An alphabetical-numerical card-indes facilitates rapid reference to the cuttings 
folders. Brief summarized details relatlng to person or subject concerned are entered 
upon each card; changes in titles involved by new successions of heirs to earl- 
doms, baronetcies, etc., engagements and weddings oi social or other importance, 
obituary dates, new appointmenls and the like, are daily entered upon these indes 
cards. 
A detailed index of the contents of the Yorkshire Post is compiled daily (type- 
written on cards), the whole of the contents of this card index being copied annually 
by typewriting upon foolscap-size sheets, which are then bound into volumes for 
permanent: record. The latest annual index is comprised in two volumes ot 1,600 
pages in all, with an average of some 50 entries per page. 
Maps, pamphlets and other reference documents obtained from various sources, 
and all the principal Government Blue Books, Parliamentary papers, etc., are also 
regularly filed. For convenience of instant information, various statistical records of 
Disasters - Aviation, Mining, Railways, Shipping, etc. - and of notable achieve- 
ments and "records" in Aviation, Sport, etc., are kept and constantly brought u p  to 
date 
A full stock of current year books and other works of reference relating to every 
sphere of political, social, economic, sporting etc. activities is kept available. In addi- 
tion, we have in the Library a small collection of some few thousand books - mainly 
in specialized literature - arranged according to subjects. 
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Cordial relations with the Public Library promote a most useful interchange of 
information between ourselves and that very progressive institution. 
Applications for any loans of cuttings, pictures, blocks, or other material from our 
files are sent in by various departments pencilled on printed requisition slips, and a 
Register of all issues whatsoever is kept and checked t o  ensure daily return. The 
Department is open from 8.30 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
In  this Department also Readers' Enqurries and all "Replies to  Readers" on legal 
and general questions published in our papers or answered by post are dealt with. 
The bound files of our newspapers - in the case of the Leeds Infellige?icer, now the 
Yorkshire Post, going back to 1754 - are housed in the basement or our building with 
the esceptlon of those for the past five years, as well as bound files of The T imes  for 
the latter period, which are kept in racks in the Library. . 
A large number of pictures is now reproduced in all our newspapers. These arc 
recorded and filed in tlie Library, and a very considerable number of photographs 
received daily from our own photographers and from outside agencies is added to 
stock. We have also filed some 30,000 metal half-tone blocks, recorded numerically 
on our personal and subject i d e s  cards. 
Owing to constantly pressing calls upon our time for matter of immediate urgency, 
  he very important process of weeding our cuttings and photographs no longer 
required does not yet receive so much time as should be devoted to it, but a certain 
minimum of this work is done daily. 
I took over the Library for reorganization carly in 1928, but the work is not yet 
completed to my satisfaction. I t  has been encouraging, however, to  watch tlie pro- 
gressive increase in its use by all departments during the past two years. The number 
of issues of material of all kinds recorded as lent out during the last siu months of 
1930, showed an increase of more than 30 percent upon the recorded total for the 
previous half year, and a further noteworthy increase wiIl, it seems, be shown in the 
current half year. No record is kept of the many enquiries, by telephone or personal 
visits, which we are able to deal with as and when they occur. 
The editor, joint managers, and the directorate have shown full appreciation of the 
needs of a modern newspaper service in the equipment of the Library, though its 
development is now somewhat impaired by the physical impossibility of estending a t  
present the space allotted to it, a problem which is engaging the close attention of 
all concerned. 
Information Service of "The Seattle Times" 
By FLORENCE M. WALSH 
Superv~sor 
"I T CAN'T be true, can i t ?  But I just heard over the radio that Knutc Rockne was killed in a plane accident! I know that yo11 will tell me the truth." This - but one of many inquiries on the samesubject - illustrates the confider~cc that 
Seattle citizens repose in " Main-0300," the Infornlation Bureau of The Seallle Tintes. 
The aim of the Bureau is to  tell the public what it wants to  know; and every day 
fifteen thousand questioners turn to  it for assistance, registering the reactions of the 
Northwest metropolis to  every subject under the sun. 
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Truly deserving of the term "unique," "Main-0300" serves its great public 
without interruption twenty-four hours each day. Neither local holiday nor world 
disaster halts the steady stream of information flowing out over its wires. Even an 
imaginary visit to its home will prove interesting. In its recent removal to the Bu- 
reau's quarters in the New Times Building, the work continued without the sus- 
pension ordinarily considered unavoidable at  such a time. Special connections kept 
librarians at  both buildings in touch with needed material. 
Passing into the Information Bureau, one sees several young, low-voiced college 
women sitting a t  desks, conversing over the telephones or moving quietly about in 
research work. Others are typing answers to letters, transferring facts to cards for 
filing cases or recording lists of items too new to be on permane~lt record. A filing 
clerk presides over fireproof cabinets filled with clippings. I-Iundreds of these are 
daily cut from The Seattle Tinzcs and other local publications as well as from certain 
magazines of national importance. In the files are millio~ls of these clippings, covering 
every subject from "Births" to "Deaths" and all that makes for mankind's news 
between those two milestones. Chppings that  have served their purpose are 
eliminated from time to time. An odd-looking cabinet holds telephone directories 
of important cities from Maine to California; a bulletin board tells of im- 
portant events. Scrapbooks record all sorts of gatherings from neighborhood picnics 
to national conventions. Time-tables cover train, bus, boat and aircraft schedules. 
Through a glass partition may be seen the swiftly-moving hands of those serving 
the five-position switchboard. I t  is of the latest automatic type, but the operators 
must handle countless incoming calls evcry day as well as give special attention to all 
departments of the newspaper. \Yhen the board blazes with lights, hundreds of 
citizens are inquiring about the location of a fire, seeking confirmation of a sensa- 
tional rumor, or, just as likely, asking for the results of a baseball or football game, a 
hockey match or wrestling bout. College sports interest thousands. The switchboard 
operators share in the work of these calls, but do not answer questions requiring 
research, about nine hundred of which are received daily. Thousands call the switch- 
board or '' Information " for time. 
In another room is the Photographic Library - also a part of the Information 
Bureau. I n  the orderly steel files are more than two hundred thousand reproductions 
of those whose activities have enabled them to  reach the pictorial page, the roto- 
gravure, or other sections of The Times. With cuts, histories or obituaries of important 
local, national or international individuals, they are filed alphabetically, as are the 
cards and clippings in the information section. 
Books reach the ceiling in two rooms, those volumes in most frequent use being in 
the Information Bureau where they are easily available. 
-4lthough Seattle and the Puget Sound country are so situated that  all the year 
round resorts are maintained for fishing, hunting, golfing and recreative sports of all 
kinds and we are constantly besieged for information concerning these, as well as for 
road and weather reports, a separate Travel Bureau is opened during the vacation 
season. I t  is conveniently located for shoppers and tourists. 
You are so familiar with the usual work and equipment of the newspaper reference 
library that no attempt will be made at  this time to stress those features, this account 
concerning itself mainly with the special department directly serving the public by 
telephone and letter, rather than through the columns of The Times. All newspapers 
have more or less of this to do - usually at  the most inconvenient times - and i t  
was in an atLempt to lift this distracting detail work from the shoulders of busy euecu- 
tives thal the Bureau was initiated by our present publisher, Colonel C. U Bletllen. 
I t  began in 1913 with one g d ,  one telephone, a "[Vorld Almanac," a dictionarl-. 
a city directory and a few schedules. Eventually "Main-OJOO" reached out t o  em- 
brace the entire telephone system, the reference library, the photographic library 
and practically all inquiries from the public, whether by telephone, telegraph or 
letter. 
LVhat do they ask about, our lifteen thousand daily inquirers, you wonde~? .lbout 
ezlerythiitg! And the confidence reposed In " Main-0300's" ability to satisf! their needs 
is happily justified under most unusual conditions. 
There was the Seattle father who was left to entertain his small boy. Animal 
imitations proved the perfect solutio~~ until he inadvertently mentioned the camel. 
Confidence was fading from his son's eypression until a " Main-0300 " glrl recalled her 
esperiences near the winter quarters of a circus. Her carefully rehearsed "call of the 
camel " saved the situation. Quite a t  the other extreme was the appeal from the well- 
known writer, Frederick Collins. In an article wl~ich appeared in Collier's TTEekZy, Mr. 
Collins dealt with the various activities of " Main-0300," citing his own experiences 
when he and a fellow passenger engaged in a smoking-car argument lasting from the 
time they left Fargo, North Dakota, until they reached St .  Paul. There a telegram 
was dispatched to "Information." At Chicago waited a message containing the exact 
words of the Biblical quotation requested, proving that  neither Mr.  Collins nor his 
opponent was entirely right in his contention. "John: Chapter VIII  ; I'erse 1-11 " was 
the subject of the discussion between a noted writer and an es-parson-candy- 
salesman. 
School children have the "Main-0300" habit. They get up in the morning and go 
to bed at  night by clocks corrected through "Information." Problems touching all 
the school subjects are brought to the librarians of the  Bureau. Later in the evening 
their elders may request the most recent rulings on backgammon and contract 
bndge. 
Housewives, social leaders, manufacturers and sportsmen call to save valuable 
time and to acquire needed information for planning future action. Every sport event 
and all air flights bring up records of the past. Rescue expeditions such as those of 
Eielson, Burke and Renahau, who were recently lost in Alaskan flights, raise interest 
to a high point. 
Elections stimulate arguments on past results necessitating a great deal of research 
work. Construction projects such as that of the Hoover Dam elicit inquiries from 
those of every walk in life. 
Information operators advise as to the correct length of the debutante's frock, 
the usual wedding fee and the social e~iquet te  of sending flowers to a boy graduate. 
"At what time is the egg hunt in LVoodland Park?" inquires one child; "Do we 
bring our own eggs?" asks another; "Can we ship flowers to another State?" 
interrogates a third. 
" Main-0300's" staff of twentytwo come and go at all l~ours  o that ne\-er for an 
instant is service suspended. The fartner is apprised where he may obtain a free test 
of his soil, the amusement seeker learns the time and price of current attractions, 
the radio fan is told the reason for the sudden interruption in his program. 
T o  numbers of people "Main-0300" is "an ever-present help in time of trouble." 
During the anxious hours of the night come calls lor doctors, nurses or dentists w110 
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can be quickly reached, for the name of the nearest garage or wrecker, for fire and 
police station numbers. 
Daytime problems, too, are serious. Many persons have no idea of how to get in 
touch with Customs and Immigration Bureaus or with City, County and State 
officials; they wonder what to do in order to record a deed, conform to parking strip 
rules and obtain various types of licenses. 
A young man came in recently. He was worried over the fate of a brother whose 
plane crashed in Alaska. Our files showed that after being missing for several days 
the aviator and his passenger "mushed " in to  a trapper's shack, carrying the ninety- 
.pound mail sack. The  brother here had not known where to telegraph for news. His 
face was a picture of relief after he read the final clipping. 
Both puzzling and humorous are some of our questions: "How many times a day 
does the  world revolve on its 'axles'?" is a dizzying type of inquiry; even the self- 
possessed "Main-0300" girl is puzzled as t o  how to  satisfy this questioner: " If the 
radiator is so hot that  I can't put my hands on i t ,  what is the temperature of the 
room?" bu t  how easy i t  is to change the plaintive note in the voice that asserk: " I  
didn't want a refrigerator company when I asked for the Frigid Air Auditorium; I 
was looking for a place to ice-skate!" 
I t  is interesting to note how current news affects our people. The marriage of 
Nancy Ann Miller to the Maharajah of Indore led to a flood of questions concerning 
the race of the  Hindus, their peculiar religious and social customs and the loss of 
citizenship of Nancy Ann, a former Seattle girl. 
Congress or the State Legislature convenes and discussions arise touching laws and 
legislation; Alfonso leaves Madrid and inquiries come in regarding the wealth and 
power of other living royalties and dethroned monarchs, as well as on similar episodes 
in history. 
Public interest is like a pool into which the pebble of sensational news is tossed. 
The circles widen until they embrace a hundred subjects, some seemingly remote 
from the one with which they started. A reflection of this comes back t o  ' '  Main-0300'' 
which must anticipate and satisfy the demands of its information-seeking public. 
Mr. Collins, in his Collier's article, expresses it another way: "Main-0300 offers 
the picture of a city's heart and soul," he says, "the key to  what a city thinks." 
Commercial Bibliography Service 
T HE much needed bibliography of tcxt litera- ture made ~ t s  appearance last month with 
the publication of Business Administration and 
Eumomics, a classrfied list of current books in 
commerce and industry. The publishers, Ameri- 
can T e x t h k  Services, 419 Lafayettc Street, 
New York, have announced plans for twelve 
groups, t o  be released each month throughout 
the year. Health and Physical Education is now in 
press, titles having been selected by Jesse Feiring 
Williams, M.D., Director of the Course In Physi- 
cal Education, Teachers College, Columbia 
Pnrversity. 
Of the busmess book list, Walter Hausdorfer, 
Librarian in the School of Bus~ness, Columbia 
Univers~ty, says. 
"Business Administration and Economics is 
an ~nteresting development in the field of c o n  
mercial bibliography. Although its greatest value 
probably will be for the instructional staff in the 
selection of textbooks, it should be of cons~derable 
interest to the librarian who is faced with the 
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problem of building up a collection of books on they are superior to their competitors in content, 
commerce." authoritativeness, and treatment, 
The American Textbook Services are inde- One of the important features of this new "roj- 
pendent of the book co~npanies represented in ect is the reference library in Room 403,205 East 
the pages of each bibliography. Three books in 42nd Street. New York, wl~ere the 
each subject are awarded prominence because titles are on display for the convenience of 
sales records and popular opinion indicate that teachers and librarians who wish to compare the 
books of various publ~shers 
GROUP ACTIVITIES 
CIVICSOCIAL 
Editor Grace A .  England 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS I N  THE FIELD O F  
LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
By lone M. Ely, Seutrory, Bureau of Government, 
Univenity of Michigan 
T HE taxpayer in Michigan supports four or  live different goj8ernments: state, county, 
school distr~ct, city or towship ,  or village and 
township. Some \'irginia taxpayers support but 
two. The situation in Michigan illustrates a 
condition which is duplicated in many other 
states, and everyahere there is agitat~on for 
reform. California has made a critical invesliga- 
tion of its county government, Ohio has such a 
study under way. "Mun~cipal Government and 
Admimstration in Iowa," edited by Benjamin F. 
Shanibaugh, is outstanding among these critical 
surveys, and  he series of reports published by 
the New Jersey Corntmssion to Investigate 
County and Aluniclpal Taxat~on and Expendl- 
tures rncludes xaluable studies of county and 
municipal debts from which constructive con- 
clusior~a may result. The impartial and highly 
praised "Report on Taxation in \Yest \'irgmiaW 
has been published recently and co\ crs both state 
and local conditions. City revenue problems have 
given impetus to the movement for local govern- 
ment reform, and considerable legislative action 
has already resulted in North Carolina. 
Tax delinquency and depleted city coffers com- 
pl~cate municipal revenue problems. "The Pres- 
ent Financial Status of 135 Cities in the Un~ted 
States and Canada," by Frederick L. E ~ r d ,  pre- 
sents conditions clearly and briefly. The State 
Bureau of Municipal Information of the New 
York State Conference of Mayors has issued " A  
Comparative Analysis of 1931 Budgets of Cities 
of 50,000 to 1,000,000 Population." The Munici- 
- 
pal Administration Service published "Budgeting B city affairs and the need for vigorous action. 
for Small Cities," by Arthur E. Buck, and a new These proceedings and studies are invaluable 
tool, "A Selected List'of Recent hlunicipal Re- sources of information and suggestion in a year 
search Reports," which promises t o  be most use- like the  present one, when municipal problems 
ful. State leagues of mun~c~palities and local press for answer. Current tendencies are outlined 
bureaus of reEearch fill their magazines and bulle- 
tins with financial programs and efficiency 
measures. 
JIany cities are watching closely the financial 
statistics submitted in the testimony before the 
Federal Trade Commission in its imestigation 
of publrc utilities. "Forces Affecting Municipally 
Oaned Electric Plants in \\'isconsin" is a study 
of certain aspects of this highly controversiat 
problem, made by E. Orth 3lalott. F. Robe& 
Uruchner won a prize for po~nt~ng out tha t  five 
cities carrying their own uorkmen's-compcnsa- 
tion saved $105,000 in premiums. Russell P- 
Drake's "Municipal Insurance Practices of New 
York Municipalities" contams much factual data 
of importance. 
In addition to problems of taxation and re- 
trenchment, every city has a pressing crime 
problem, and police methods are receiving un- 
usual attention. "Ch~cago Police Problems," 
issued by the Citizens' Police Committee of 
Chicago, and Ernest J .  Hopkins's "Our L i i w l ~  
Police" are indicative o l  current inkrest. John L. 
Gillin's "Taming the Cr~niinal" tells how crimi- 
nals are handled in various parts of the world, 
and there is Hubert R. Gallagher's report on 
"Crime P r e ~ c n t ~ o n  a s  a Municipal Function.'' 
Emanuel H. Lavine's " Gmme, or, I I o a  Poli- 
ticlans Get Rich" is a contemporary picture of 
corruption The reports of the National Commis- 
sion on Lan Obsenpance and Enforcemen1 chal- 
lenge interest and hold it, and are provoking 
much controversy. Ph~ladelphia's municipal 
courts are under investigation, and the X l i c h i w  
hlunicipal League has just published a study. 
"Municipal Courts in Michigan." 
The proceedings of sueh organizations a s  t h e  
American hlunicipal Association and the Govern- 
mental Research Association and the studies of 
thetInstitute for Government Research of t h e  
Rrookin~s Institution reflect the turbulence of 
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brielly in " Kccent Trends in Amer~can 1Iun1cipal 
Go\crnment," edited by ( larence E Kidley. 
The S~crrley Graphzc for October 1931 has the 
general t ~ t l e  " A  Xeu Lleal a t  City Hall," and 
contams a number of authoritatn e and enligliten- 
ing articles on municipal government as it exists 
toddy 
"The For111 of Go\ernnlent in 288 American 
Cities," recently issued by the Detroit Bureau of 
Govcrr~mental Research, contains a sunlniary of 
data rcccixed in response to a questionnaire sent 
cities mer  30,000 population. "The Government 
of the City of Atlantic City," a study made by 
thc same bureau, is notable because Atlantic 
City still operates under the commission form of 
government. Dr. Lent I). Upson's fine study, 
"The Growth of a City Golernrnent," oIlers an 
enumeration of Detroit's mun~cipal activities, 
but transcends its geographical limits. 
Three books suited to the famdy library xhich 
bring niunicipal information indirectly will 
interest even the casual reader "The Xuto- 
biography of Lincoln Steffens" scarcely needs 
mentioning; Lothrop Stoddard's "Master of Alan- 
hattan; the Life of Richard Croker" is delightful, 
and thcre is also Henry J. Sm~th's  "Chcago: a 
Portrait," illustrated by E. H. Suydam, good to 
look a t  and good t o  read. 
* a *  
Helcn Gruner, Librarian of the Bureau of 
hlunicipal Research of Philadelphia, is organlz- 
ing the library of the Labor College of Phil- 
adelphia. This collection consists of books and 
pamphlets on labor, political science, workers' 
education and kindred subjects. 
* * *  
Ethel Slattery, President of the hlilwaukee 
Chapter, recently appointed a coninlittee, of 
which Richard Krug is Chairman, to compile a 
union list of all the periodical publications and 
semices on file in the special librar~es represented 
in the Milwaukee Cha[~ter. 
* c a 
The Sational Safety Council had an exhibit 
a t  tlie 20th Annual Safety Congress held a t  the 
Stevens Hotcl in Chicago, October 12-16 h,Iuch 
interest uas shown in the mats on \\111ch were 
d~splayed posters, pamphlets, etc , on the sub- 
jects of home, traffic and ~ndustrial safety. 
Posters from foreign countries mere of special in- 
terest. Upon request, the ~~~~~~~y of the Sational 
Safety Counc~l sends exhibit mats to state ron- 
ventions of Women's Clubs and Parent-Teachers 
Associations These cover the subjects of home, 
school and trafic safety. 
* * * 
Tlic Sew York Group ~naugurated the season 
in Ortr~her with a luncheon mccting of s~xteen, 
including two Sew Jerse! members. It was 
unart~mously voted to continue v~sits  to l~braries 
of Group members. This tlecision led to nccept- 
ance of Mr. Wilson's ~ n ~ i t a t i o n  to wsit his plant, 
on November 12, when tea was s e n d  after tlie 
inspection. 
* * *  
I t  is not too earl!. to think about the program 
for the June Conference. Sour Chairrnm xi11 be 
helped in plann~ng if you will send in statements 
of the problems you wish discussed. 
COMMERCIAL-TECHNICAL 
Editor: Mary Ethel Jameson , 
WORKERS' LEISURE * 
By Magnus W. Alexander, President, National 
lndusirial Conhrance Board, Inc. 
T HE introduction of machinery has multi- plied the output of labor many fold. I t  has 
made possible tlie payment of high wages and 
has a t  tlie sanie time reduced the cost of the 
goods and services for which wages are expended. 
I t  has also increased tlie leisure of the wage 
earner, which is of particular inlportance since 
the use to which that leisure is put will materially 
affect our soc~al order. 
Leisure properly emp1o)cd is beneficial to the 
individual arid to society. The aagc earner who 
uses his leisure time for health-l~ndding recrca- 
tion or for tlie improvement of his natural mental 
or physical faculties is making an investment 
of that leisure that will pay large dividends. I-Ie is 
also enlarging tlie nation's assets and contributing 
to the developrncnt of a self-reliant and intelli- 
gent citizenship. Le~surc, like material wealtl~ 
may, howevcr, be wasted. \l:l~en leisure becomes 
synonymous n it11 idleness, it is of bcncfit to no 
one. When it merely furnishes an opportunity for 
wasteful expenditure, it is clestructivc of those 
traits of character which have contrtbuted to our 
national develop~nent. The dissipation or time 
upon things which serve no useful purposc is a 
peculiarly profligate forrn of extravagance. As 
leisure becomes increasingly extensive in con- 
sequence of continued industrial progress, the 
dangc~ of social decay can be averted only i f  
workers makc constructive rather tlwn tlestruc- 
tlve use of that le~sure. 
* * 
News from Local Group Chairmen 
BALTIMORE -Alice \-. Reynolds 
One of the group is contpilrrig a topical index 
of sub~ects for use In filmg engineering draw~ngs 
and other related material such as cntalogues, 
*Spec~nlly wrltlrn for t l ~  page -ED 
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pamphlets on operating instructions, and the 
like. This index will include material falltng under 
the main headings: Civ~l, Slechan~cal, Electrtcal 
and Hydraulic Engmeering. I t  1s felt that  this 
is a \\orthwhile effort because of the inadequacy 
of the outline extenston of tlie "Dewey Decimal 
System of Classification .%ppl~ed to the Engi- 
neering Inclustr~es," by L. P. Breckenridge and 
G .  A. Goodertough, L'nirersity of Illinois, Engi- 
neering Exper~mrnt Station, Bulletin No. 9 
An alphabetical ~ndck to this \\\I1 also be prepared 
a t  the same tlme 
B O S T ~ K  -- Ruth Cmn\ an 
hlrs. Mary Watkins Dietrichson, in charge of 
the Iiirstein Library, Business Branch of the  Ros- 
ton Public Library, reports t h a t  her staff of 
assistants, which a.\s orig~nally three, has been 
increased to seven. Genevieve SIcCrohan, a 
recent graduate of Si~nnlons, \vho has been occu- 
pying a position as catalogcr a t  Dartmouth Col- 
lege, ha5 jorned tllc staff a t  Kirstein L ~ b m r y  to 
make a subject catalogue. 
CHICAGO -Edith L. Mattson 
J. K. W~lcor  of the John Crerar L~brar). has 
recently cornpled Reference List Xo. 14, con- 
sisting of "A Checklist of Recent Industrial 
Surveys and Surve)s of States, Counties or 
Sections." Other hsts prepared in 1931 comprise 
the following subjects: "Lists of City Chambers 
of Comnierce"; "Uuyers Guides"; "Industrial 
and Rlandacturing Directories"; and "Official 
State Educat~onal Directories." 
CLEVELASD -Rose L. \'ormclker 
The Busmess In[ormat~on Bureau of the 
Clevelanrl Pulrl~c Libmry has con~piled ;I list of 
referenccs, cntitlecl "Port Del-elopn~cnt and 
Administratton," a t  the request of the recently 
appointed Port Conlmisatorl of Cleveland. 
bliss Ernestine Brown, formerly of the  Arts 
and Technology Department of the Seattle 
Public Liljm~y, 1s spending a )ear in t h e  Tech- 
nology Divis~on of the Cleveland Public Library 
as an exchange assistant. Miss Genevieve Ke\vel 
of Business Informat~on Bureau of the Cleveland 
Public Library is spend~ng a )ear in Seattle on 
the same basis. 
DETROIT 
There IS no group ac t~v i ty  in the  Detroit 
chapter. Miss Louise Grace, Publicity Commit- 
tee, w l l  provide news upon occasion. 
Los ANGEL% 
Mrs. Anne F. Leidendeker has been appointed 
Chairman of the Group 
MILWAUKEE 
Esther Block, Chalrman of the Publicity 
Committee, will take care of all notes of a c t i v i t k  
sent from the Mllnaukee Chapter. 
SEW YORK - A~na Ebbesen 
x l a v  Louise Alevancler represented the New 
York Spcctal L~brar~es  A sociation a t  the Friend- 
ship dinner oI the Busmess and Professional 
Wonten'e Clubs, on Soxer~iber 9, a t  The Towers, 
Brooklyn. Anne Lincoln, L ~ b r ~ r i a n  of Brooklyn 
Edison Cornpan\-, mas a speaker a t  this meeting. 
PHIL IDELPHI 1 - Helen 11 Rankin 
James R Evans, Research Librartan of the 
Armstrong Cork Company, has lust completed 
a b~bllography ot 375 pages on "Refractory 
3laterials." The list contams abstracts of books, 
journal articles and also a complete patent 
search on the subject 
FINANCIAL 
Editor: Ruth G. Nichols 
C OMPLETE revwon has just been made of the Itst of I~braries dnd librarians having 
membeiship in Spc1.11 L~braries Associat~on whu 
comprise tlie Financial Group This list numbered 
sixty-eight. There are about twenty non-members 
of the Association who afliliate ~ r i t h  the Group. 
Many of these are in S e a  York City, and a few 
of them should certainly cvnle into actme mem- 
bership. The Chairman \\ill be glad to hear OF 
new nan~e!, n llich should be added to the list. 
E ; d l  member of the Group received copies of 
the printed readmg lists d~stributcd at  the F~nan-  
cia1 Ltbrar? cvlnb~t hcld 111 connection with the 
.4rncr1cnn Bankers :\ssoci,ltlon Conference a t  
Atl.lrttic CIQ-. Thc central ofice \cry courteously 
niadc tlus dislr~bution lor us  
I * .  
The Cliclirtnan 1i . i~  just fin~shctl readlng the 
linal report of the Exhtb~t Cortuil~ttcc made by 
its Chairm,rn, M~rgoertte Rurnett. I t  comprises 
a sunmtary report; obsenat~ons on the asscnibllng 
of the e d l i b ~ t  uith comments by visitors, a state- 
ment of expenses; l~sts  of books, pdn~phlets, mag- 
azines, and other material clisplayed; coples of 
the public~ty secured, samples of reatling lists 
distributed ,ind photographs of the erhtbit. In 
short, it would serve to a large extent a s  n guide 
in setting up sirntlar e\hibits. If chairmen of 
future esliibits ail1 make as carelul and comprc- 
henslve reports as  the,  we will soon have a body 
of Inaterial from wh~cll could be prepared a 
pamphlet on the technique of bank library 
exhib~ts. The cut of the e s h ~ b ~ t  used on the comr 
of S ~ B E C I ~ L  L oRaxrEs is too snlall to do full jus- 
tice to the subject. The actual photographs d ~ s -  
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close a most effective and attractive set-up which 
was secured with a minimum of equ~pment. 
Beatrice Carr, fornlerly with Sutro 8i Company, 
is back in New York after a pleasant summer in 
England, and is now engaged in somc reorganiza- 
tion work. She tells a fascinating story of the 
scene in Downing Street to which she made her 
way, with true financial instinct, on the day the 
gold standard was abandoned. 
* * *  
Mary Parker of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York has been appointed Chairman of the 
Emergency Unemployment Relief Fund lor the 
New York Association. 
Mary Hayes of the National City Financial 
Library has been appointed a member of the 
Publication Committee of the National Associa- 
tion. 
* * *  
Mrs. L. D. Schaeffer, a long-time employee of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapol~s, 
has just been placed in charge of the library of 
that bank. She will give half-time to this work. 
t * *  
Annette Windele, President of San Francisco 
Chapter, has takcn a richly daserved vacation 
and is now on her way to spend an indefinite 
time and all her hoarded gdd in Paris and 
England. Miss Windele sailed from San Fnncisco 
on the "Chile," a Dahish freighter bound lor 
Hapsburg. To these facts werc added further 
elements of adventure in that the lady was not 
only the sole passenger but the only woman on 
the v e a l .  Librar~ans do escape from routine 
scmetimes! 
Mrs. Bessie Kibbe will preside orcr S. L. A 
meetings until Miss Windele's retvrri Mrs. Kibbe 
was elected t o  fill the position of Vice-President, 
which was left vacant by the resignation of 
Mary Taylor. 
INSURANCE 
Editor: Abbie G. Glover 
G ERALDINE RAMMER, L~brarian OF the Hardware Mutual Casualty Company a t  
Stevens Point, Wisconsin, now issues a weekly 
one-page bulletin, every Monday morning, 
under the title "Casualty Library Informatiotl 
Bulletin," the first issue of which appeared on 
October 19, 1931. The Bulletin lists by subject 
the pamphlets, newpaper or periodical articles 
which might be of interest to the company's 
employees. 
Misses Bradley, Swerig, Sillence, Flagg and 
Pressman met rnformally for luncheon, October 
29, 1931, in the dining-room of the Metropolltan 
Life Insurance Company. The publication of the 
pamphlet "The Insurance Library" was the 
main topic of discussion. 
* * 
The Insurance Institute of America, Inc , held 
its annual conference, October 27, 1931, a t  New 
York City. In the evening, the annual dinner was 
held a t  the Waldorf-Astorla with about a hundred 
guests present, including many company officials, 
delegates from the various insurance societies, 
executives of organizations, prize-ainn~ng stu- 
dents and others. Sarah Q. Slaughter, Librarian 
of the Insurance Library Associi~t~on of Atlanta, 
flew up from Atlanta to attend the conference. 
D. N. Handy, Librarian of the Insurance Library 
Association of Boston, also attended as tire rep- 
resentative of his Associat~on. 
* * *  
The Insurance Society of Philadelphia has 
revlved its interest in its library and educational 
work. The Penn Pond, Honorable Order of the 
Blue Goose, is also interesting its members in the 
educational work of the Insurance Society with 
the expectation that classes in insurance will be 
conducted. E. R. Hardy, Secretary of the Insur- 
ance Society of New York, attended the first 
anniversary dinner of the Penn Pond, held No- 
vember 2, 1931, a t  the Penn Athletic Club, 
Philadelphia. He spoke on the need and value of 
insurance libraries and explained the activities 
of the Insurance Institute of America, Inc. 
Mr. W. P. Cutter, in charge of classification, 
Baker Library, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Harvard University, has pro- 
duced an  insurance classification scheme far in 
advance of any  scheme developed to date. This 
subject is but one of many in relation to business 
which Mr. Cutter is analyzing in connection 
with the classifying of the Baker Library. After 
some re-checking, the final draft will shortly be 
sent to theVprinter. 
Mabel Swer~g, Librarian of the Insurance 
Society of New York, and Waltcr A. Schwindt, 
of Marsh and McLennan, insurance brokers, 
arranged an interesting display in the new Childs 
restaurant, "Golden I-llll," recently opened a t  
136 William Street in the heart of the insurance 
section of New York. The display included a 
Lloyd's policy issued to an English trader on the 
life of Napoleon; the first and the hundred 
millionth industrial policies of the Metropolitan 
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Life Insurance Company; one of the  earliest rate 
charts published in England; a $100,MX) policy 
taken by Amos 'n' Andy on their "Fresh Air Taxi 
Cab Company, Incorpulated." 
MUSEUM 
Editor: Minnie White Taylor 
URES TO READING" is the  alluring title 
"L of the first article in the November issue 
of the Children's Museum NEWS, Brooklyn, New 
l'ork. To quote: "For the Brooklyn Children's 
Museum, it is not enough to have a well-furnished 
library. Besides having books for pcople who ask 
for them, tlie library undertakes t o  st in~ulate 
in its young visitors the desire to read. The latcst 
device for this end is the adaptation of play- 
scenes, as exemplified by two charmmg groups, 
one of Ind~an life and one dep~cting Holland, now 
on display in the library . . . YouthfnI eyes arc 
a t  once attracted. Then youthful curiosity begiri~ 
t o  stir, and soon librarians me being asked for 
books about Indians or about little Dutch boys 
and girls, and how they live. . . . A Japanese 
stage-setting is now under way and  others will 
follow." Mrs. Delia F. McCloskey is theLibrarian. 
hlargery Kloss of the Cleveland Museum of 
Art Library was married, October 31, to Earl 
Edwin Miller of Akron, 01110. Mrs. Miller will 
continue her work in the Museum Libra[>-. 
The October number of tlie Cincinnati Art 
Museum Bullehn ~ncludes two items of interest 
t o  the Museun~ Group. On the cover appears 
a reproduction of the new bookplate for the Mu- 
seum Library designed by William E. I-Ientschcll, 
Instructor in Design a t  the Cincinnati Art 
Academy. There is also i~icluded an  article on 
tlie "h.iuseum Library" by Eugenia Raymond, 
the Librarian, in wliich she quotes a portion of 
tlie addresq made by Mr. Lewis R .  Williams be- 
lore tlie first General Session of the Special 
Libraries Association in Cleveland. 
The Whitney Museum of American Art in New 
York City was opened to the public on Novernber 
18 in the remodeled museum buildmg to  be known 
a s  10 West Eighth Street. The Museum, founded 
and endowed by Mrs. Gertrude V'anderbilt 
Whitney, is to contain the largest and most com- 
prehensive collection of American ar t  in this 
country. Monographs on American artists will be 
published, seventeen of which have already 
3 'I 
been prepared and si l l  be issued on the opening 
date of the Museum. 
To paraphrase John XII. 8: Reprints and scpa- 
rates always ye have with you. And what a trial 
their presence usually is In the Annual Report 
of the Director of thc Museum of Comparative 
Zoology a t  Harvard Collcgc, fur 1930-1931, 
Eleanor I<. Sweet describes in her Report on the 
Library how this perplexing problem has been 
solved In the " hlCZ" Library. The procedure 
appears very pract~cable. 
* * *  
Thanks to thc  courtesy of the Department of  
Promotion of the Century of Progress 1ntern.l- 
tional Exposition, thc Burnham Library of the 
Art Institute of  Cliicngo (Marion Rawls, Li11r.i- 
r ~ a n )  has been designated as an official depository 
for printed matter and photographs. Thc Library 
receives tlie weekly magazine, Progress, ~ssued by 
the Expusition, and many of the important 
photographs already taken. These show both the 
finished builduigs and those in progress. 
The Ryerson Llbrary has bought fron~ I3rnun 
155 excellent reproductions of the drawlngs of 
Leonardo da Vinci and of Wattcall. 
* * *  
Lilian Fairchild, Assistant in the Library and 
Reading Room of the Buffalo hluseum of Science, 
is continuing Iicr travel articles in Ifolbics, a 
monthly publication of the hluscum. The one in 
the November issue -"By Land and Sea; Teak 
and Elephants" - includes a pliotogmph of an 
"elepliant a-piling tcalc," taken by Miss Fnircl~ild. 
* * *  
The New York Historical Society, of which 
Alexander J. Wall is Librar~an, will shortly 
p l x e  on exhibition an  extensive collection of 
prints, books, manuscripts, nntl oil portraits of 
George Washington in connection with the 
bicentennial celebration of his birth. 
The  annual dinncr of the Rooscvelt Rlcniorial 
Association was held a t  Rooscvelt Hbuse, New 
York City, on Tucsday evening, October 28. 
Roosevelt medals were bestowed upon Juclge 
Uenjami~~ N. Cardozo, for Lhe tlevclop~ncnL of 
public law; Mr. Handin Garlnncl, for his con- 
tributions to A~ncrican his~orical literature; and 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, in the field of natural his- 
tory. Admiral Richard E. Rprd, who wasawarded 
n medal in 1930 for "the e\prcssion of the pioneer 
virt~tes" and who was unable to attend tlic dinner 
last year, was present to receive his medal. Nora 
E. Cordmgley, Librarian a t  Rooscvelt EIousc, 
attended the dinner. 
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NEWSPAPER 
Editor: Joseph F. Kwapil 
PROBLEMS OF ELIMINATION 
By Ford M. Penit, Director of Rderence Work, 
Detroit News 
N 0 MATTER how large the present library plant, or how limitless are the resources 
of the newspaper, every librarian must come 
saoner or  Inter t o  the problem of elimination. 
No file of clippmgs, photographs or engravings 
can go on forever. Sometime there is going to be 
a limit to filing space. Or  perhaps it will be that 
one subject division has become so crowded tliat 
the division must be broken down by further 
classification or elimination 
In The Delrolt News, t h e  work of elimination 
is conibined 11-1tl1 revision of classification \Ve 
are killing a couple of birds with some stones, 
as Andy \ \odd say. 
Let us consider the question of clippings first. 
The first thing t o  determine is why each par- 
ticdar chpping was permitted to appear in the 
papcr. Having answred tliat, we must asccrtam 
whether this particular clipping furnishes any 
inforn~ation of value or1 the  subject under nhch  
it IS filed. If it doesn't, it can be thrown away 
iinniediately. 
Generally speaking, clippings coming under 
these divisions can be safely thrown away. 
Forecasts of an event after the event has 
passed: cl~ppings containing information which 
are sufficiently covered in later clippings on the 
same subject, clippings on subjects fully cox-erecl 
by books in ).our library. 
In a sorcl, we must save all clippings wh~cli 
some one may reasonably be expected to ask for. 
Antl you can be sure tliat you nil1 sometinles 
make mistakes and somebody xi11 ask for some- 
t l i~ng tliat you will consider perfectly useless. 
I t  is a job tliat should be  entrusted only to a 
tlioroughly eaper~enced person of mature judg- 
ment. 
Wlth photographs there is a d~fferent problem. 
You can't turn to the bound volumes of the 
paper and supplant a photograph that has been 
thrown away. Your action is final and your deci- 
sion difficult to arrive at. 
When a person of less than average prominence 
dies, leu can'be f ady  safe in throwmg away all 
exep t  one or trio good portra~ts. If the person 
1s prominent, several representative photographs 
should be saved, portraits, front and profile pic- 
tures, full length ant1 perhaps an actlo11 picture. 
To be safe, the only sure rule would be to throw 
away only those photographs in wlrich the 
photography was so poor that it would be difficult 
to reproduce them In case of several copies of the 
same photograph, the two best should be saved, 
never less than two. Often a photograph be- 
c o ~ ~ ~ e s  more saluable with the years and in time 
becomes priceless 
\Vith engravings, the problem isnot so difficult, 
for the photograph files are available and a t  worst 
a mistake usually means only missing one 
edltion. Engravings of women should not be 
savcd longer than five years a t  the most, because 
of changes in styles cf hmr and dress. Engravings 
of men can be saved longer, part~cularly if the 
 ort trait \\as made between the ages of 25 and 40, 
ahen there is usually little change in the features 
escept possibly a rnustache or beard. Those 
broken out of layouts or saued down from larger 
cuts to one-column size arc seldom wort11 keeping. 
I t  IS d~fficult o make them appear like the other 
engrawngs in the pacer, and they look to be 
what they are, a patched-up job. Engrav~ngs 
larger than two columns wide are seldom usable 
again. Very few pcrsons warrant more than a one- 
column cut in their lifetime, and to save all the 
large erigmv~ngs soon would fill the dcpart- 
ment. 
Pamphlets largely have a pernianent value and 
few can be ehminatcd, and these only when a 
later edition fully covers the information con- 
tained in the one thrown away. 
Handbook of Commercial and Financial Services 
Last Call for Supplementary Information 
I T HAS been decided t o  publish n supplement to the "Handbook of Commercial and 
Financial Services," a s  we have on hand inlorma- 
tion on more than fifty new services that do not 
appear in the old Handbook, and there are also 
some important changes in data retating to some 
of.the services included in the last edition. 
Copy for the Supplement nmst go to the printer 
some time in January. As Chairman of the Com- 
mittee, I would greatly appreciate the codpera- 
tion of the members of the Specla1 Libraries 
Association in sending me: (1) Names and descrip- 
tions of services not now listed in the Handbook; 
(2) Changes, additions or corrections in the data 
given for those now listed. Unless this is sent 
in a t  once, it will be too late. Ihed this last 
call I 
ELEANOR S. CAVANAUGH. 
S P E C I A L  L I B R - 4 R I E S  
WHO'S WHO 
The Toronto Convention of S. L. -4, in 
1927 did much to arouse the interest of 
our Canadian colleagues, foremost among 
whom was Mr. Robertson, who will be 
remembered by all who attended that  
meeting as the efficient Chairman of 
the Local Committee on Arrangements. 
Since that time the .4ssociation has re- 
ceived ardent support and helpful co- 
operation from this engineer, who brings 
t o  us the viewpoint of the technical 
man. 
Canadian born, educated a t  a Quaker 
boarding school in Ontario, Mr.  Robert- 
son entered the University of Toronto, 
graduating in Chemical Engineering with 
the degree of B.A.Sc. His early years after 
graduation were spent in different parts 
of Canada in engineering work, but  for 
the last sisteen years he has been as- 
sociated with the Hydro-Electric Power 
Comn~ission of Ontario in various ca- 
pacities. His official title a t  present is 
Secretary to the Chief Engineer and 
Engineer in Charge of Library. Mr. 
Robertson holds high rank among the 
engineers of Canada and in his own or- 
ganization, which is one of the  outstand- 
ing proponents of public ownership. 
In addition to his active interest in our 
Association which has crystallized in his 
acceptance of a place as  one of our 
Directors, Mr. Robertson is afiliaied 
with the Engineering Institute of Can- 
ada, the Electric Club of Toronto, the 
Engineers Club of Toronto, of which he 
is Vice-president, the Association of 
Special Libraries and Infornlation Bu- 
reaus of England and with the  American 
Library Association. He is active in the 
affairs of his Alma Mater, being Director 
of the Alumni Federation, Secretary of 
the  Engineering Alumni Association, 
and a Member of the Publication Board. 
Mr. Robertson impresses all who come 
in contact with him by his dignity and 
poise, and one instinctively feels tha t  his 
judgment on all matiers is well-con- 
sidered, calm and impartial. We are 
fortunate in having him contribute his 
experience to the conduct of our organi- 
zation. 
~ ~ G A R E T  REYNOLDS 
-4s one of the Directors of S. L. r\. lliss 
Reynolds continues her interest in  tile 
affairs of the Association which has in- 
cluded in the past posts as Chairman of 
various committees, Group Chai~ man, 
:lssociate Editor of SFECIAL IRR.~RIES, 
2nd I'ice-Pres~dent, and f'resldell~ in 
1930-31. She is a charter n~e~nber of 130th 
Illinois and Milwaukee chaptels 
Born in Michigan but claimillg \\'is- 
consin as  home, Miss Reynolds attended 
Milwaukee-Downer College and was 
graduated from the Wisconsin 1.1brary 
School. After holding positions in Jack- 
sonville, Illinois, Madison, \\'isconsin, 
and as Librarian and Lecturer on 1-ibrary 
Economy at Milwaukee-Downer College, 
Miss Reynolds was called to organize a 
Library for the First \\riscons~n National 
Bank, with which she IS still associated 
Since 1924 she has given a course of from 
ten to fifteen lectures on business libraries 
a t  the Riverside Library Service Scl~ool, 
Riverside, California. Her copyrighted 
correspondence course of twenty lectures 
on the business library has now been 
taken over by the Home Study Divi~ion 
of Columbia University 
Miss Reynolds is a frequent speaker on 
various phases of books and reacl~ng ar 
churches, clubs, and before various 
branches of the American .Issociation ot' - 
University Women. -4 regular contribu- 
tor to the :Ifid-W'ester~t Bniikn. and other 
financial periodicals, she started and con- 
tillues to edit the First TIJisco?rsi?r Tf'cllt-r, 
the house organ of her bank. 
S. L. p,., however, cannot claim all her 
time or interest. She is also Treasurer- 
of the  \fIiScon&l Library Association, a 
member of various A. L. A. colnmittees, 
affiliated the Y. W. C. A., Business 
and Professio~ial Women's Club, Anmi- 
call Association of University [ironen, 
and D. A. R. In her lighter moments 
Miss Reynolds confesses to a penchant 
for designing Christmas cards and driv- 
ing a Studebaker. 
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MARIAY C. MA?~I.EY, Business Branch, Public Library, Newark, New Jersey 
EUILIE XIUESER, Engineering Soc~eties Library, New York 
M. E. PELLETT, Port of New York Authority, Yew York 
MARIE 1C. PIDGBOK, Cons~~ltinp. I h r a r ~ a n ,  135 East 52d St., New l'ork 
A. A. SLOBOD, General Elcctric Co . Schenectady, Sew York 
Editors of Group Pages 
GRACE A. EXGLAXD. Civics Divis~on, Detroit Public Library, Detroit, Michigan 
ABBIE G. GLOVER, Insurance Library Association of Boston, Boston, hlassachusetts 
MARY ETHEL JAYBSOS, National Industrial Conference Board, New York 
JOSEPH F I<w,\PIL, Public Ledger, Philadelphia, Pennsylvan~a 
Rurn G.  XICHOLS, Federal Reserve Bank, Chicago, Illinois 
MINSIE \VHITI: TAYLOR, hluseum of Natural History, Cleveland, Ohlo 
T HE special library movement has been steadily de\cloping, particularly in the pcriod since thc close of the War. W ~ t h  this development has come a gradual recognition of its place in 
the econoniic scheme, and organizations have come, slowly to be sure, to an adequate apprecia- 
tion of the value of theservices rendered to executives, staff meml~ers, and clients. Unfortunately, 
most of tlicsc services do not lend themselves to being plotted nor graphed, nor reduced to dollars 
and cents on ihe  balance sheet of the corporation. In this day of falling profits or, as in many 
cases, of actual deficits, a so-called unproductive departn~ent such as  the library must produce 
even better results than in normal times in order to justify its existence. Inevitably, some cor- 
pornions will be forced to dispense with their library departments, b u ~  it is hoped that the num- 
ber ~ 1 1 1  be small so that the  special library movement may not be thrust back to the bottom of 
the ladder and be forced to begin a new ascent. Let us not rest on our laurels but exert every coil- 
reivable effort to prove that  confidence has not been misplaced and that we, individually and as 
an association, haw a definite contribution to make toward business recovery. 
The Editor announces the  appointment of Margaret Bonncll, Assistant Librarian, Mctropoli- 
tan Life Insurance Company, New York, as Editor of "Events and Publications." Miss Bonnell. 
who will begin her work with the January 1932 issue, will welcome notes for her column. 
The Editor and Advertising Manager extend their thanks to  Joseph F. Kwapil for his assist- 
ance in assembling material for this special Newspaper Number. Mr. Kwapil secured one fulf- 
page adverlisement and cooperated with Miss Howard in securing another. Other members 
might well follow Mr. Kwapil's example. 
* * *  
Merry Christmas and All Good Wishes for the New Year from your Officers and Editorial 
Board ! 
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PRESIDENT'S PACE 
December Executive Board Meeting 
THE nest meeting of our Executive Board will take place in Chicago, hIonday, December 28, at  the Drake Hotel. Following our all-day session, a dinner with 
the Chicago Chapter is being arranged. The sessions of the hlid-Winter Conference 
of the A. L. A. during that week will also undoubtedly be an inducement to prolorlg 
our stay in Chicago for a few additional days. As chief officer of an affiliated 
organization your President, or a designated alternate, is a member of the A. L A. 
Council, which meets on Tuesday and Wednesday, December 29 and 30 
hlembers of the Advisory Council of S. L. A. are again cordially invited to atlend. 
Perhaps it is not understood by everyone that, according to our constitution, the 
Advisory Council is made up of the Presidents of all local chapters, the group Chair- 
men, the Chairmen of all National Committees, or their duly authorized representa- 
tives. LI-e need the best advice possible in order to make wise decisions, and none are 
better qualified to give us that  advice than the local and national executives. 
New Committee for Cooperation with Trade Associations 
You no doubt have noted in the P~oceedings of the Commercial-Technical Group published in the Oc~ober issue of our magazine, that, as a result of Miss RIorley's 
fine paper and the discussion following, i t  was decided to recommend to the Esecu- 
tive Board the appointment of a national committee to cooperate with trade associa- 
tion executives. The appointment of such a committee was authorized by the Board 
a t  its October 10th meetmg. Rose Vormelker, Librarial~ of the Business Information 
Bureau, Cleveland Public Library, has consented to act as Chairman, and, with the 
help of specially interested S. L. A. members, to formulate its policies and course of 
action. We feel that such a committee is much needed, that i t  should be chosen from 
among our strongest members, and that  i t  will bring about most helpful contacts in 
a broad field of library service. 
Research 
Y O U R  
national officers have been rec~pients from time to time of many helpful and 
constructive letters from individual members who have the present and future 
welfare of S. L. A. very deeply at heart. I t  is interesting to note that several of the 
letters received deplore the fact that  genuine research activities by the Association 
as  a whole or by the various groups and committees is too much neglected. I t  is 
pointed out that special libraries are exceptionally qualified for intensive research 
in many fields of study, and that  the scholarly side of our work should have more 
attention. 
Worth-while research projects, however, require much time, labor and preliminary 
fitness on the part of those engaged upon them. So many of us in these days of re- 
duced staffs and other economies are hard put to  find time t o  accompfish matters of 
daily routine. But we shall be glad t o  hear further from others who care greatly about 
the research activities which should be legitimate functions of the Special Librsries 
Association. 
ALTA B. CLAPLIN 
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CLASSIFICATION and INDEXING 
Louise Keller and Emilie Mueser, Department Editors 
ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Florence Bradley, Constance Bed, Haniet D. MacPhenon, Isabel Rhoder, Kathrine Malrerud 
A National Lending Library of 
Unpublished Classifications* 
By PAUL VANDERBILT 
w HAT I have to present is an exposition of plans in progress of enecutlon by the S a -  
tional Committee on Classification of the Special 
Libraries Association. Specifically, after an ex- 
planation of what we are tr) ing to do, I want to 
solicit contributions, not, fortunately for these 
times, of money, but of documents. The project 
concerns not only special librar~es, but public 
l~b ra r~es  in all cases wherc individual schemes 
have been developed for local use. The more 
I~brarians who depos~t in this Classification bank 
the greater wdl be the capital for investment in 
esperimcnt ant1 experience, and finally the 
greater will be thc dividends payable to l~brarians 
seeking a nay out of their classificat~on d~fficul- 
tics. If all that we hope for comes t a  pass, one 
step toward hbrary prosperity ail1 have been 
gained through a better unclerstandmg of one of 
rlie most important problems of library science. 
CL1ssificntion has been well publicized, but 
even a t  ~ t s  best, it is no panacea lor all library ills. 
Personally, I th~nlc that  ~t is too much tosay that 
nhcncvcr a classification problem exists, same- 
thing should be done about i t ;  1932 IS not quite 
the right date for some major opcrations- too 
mi~ch hangs fire, too much in the world-wide 
organization of printed material is jwt  about to 
happen, say within the next twenty-five years. 
In many libraries, there is con~plete redlization 
that something should be done about classifica- 
t lo~i ,  but the job as a \diole is too great t o  attempt 
in the face of present condit~ons. Most major 
classificat~ons tend to draw heakily upon the es- 
tablished decimal and l ibrary of Congress orders 
There is no doubt that  alternatives of one kind or 
another will evcnt~~ally come t o  rank with these 
established schedules, but the horizon of improve- 
ment a t  the present time is aliveonly with minor 
clnss~ficat~ons dealing witli special material. 
A class~lication problem may arise from any 
one of three cond~tions: 
I .  Absolutelq fresh cl.lss~fication of material 
must be unclerta ken. 
2. llocl~fications of an ehisting scheme must be 
adapted. 
3. An existing scheine \vhich it is impossible to 
alter must be rationalized. 
Of course it is only poss~ble to "do someth~ng" 
in the practical as opposed t o  the t l~orctical  way 
In the case of the first two rondit~ons. \h'liatevcr 
ideas may be thc basis lor tlie changes or Improve- 
ments to be undcr~aken, it is useful, though not 
imperative, to know w h t  has already been clone 
in cases where the problcm has been identical or 
related. The prospccti\.e class~ficr will find it most 
valuable to know: 
1. What libraries in the same field have made 
the most notable rccent advance in the 
reorganization of their class~fications. 
2. \\'hether :iccounts of these reorganizations 
have been published witli or without tle- 
ralled scheclules (as for instance in SIT- 
CIAL L~DRARIES, Or oile of the other 
period~cals). 
3. If not, nhether conrplcic copies of t l ~ c  
schedules adopted, or  synopses thereof 
can be borrowed for compara t i \~  study. 
\\‘lien the conclusion is reached that  no pub- 
lished library class~fication exists which it IS suit- 
able to copy, the sources from wl~ich material 
ma): be drawn in formulating new clasdications 
multiply very rapidly. The germ of an  idea niny 
exist a~z~~u l re rc .  Many bureaus, which are not 
pri~nar~ly ibraries, have advanced just a s  far a s  
libraries have in the matter of organization. I t  is 
interesting t o  note tlie title of the British "As- 
sociation of Special Libraries and Inforination 
Bureaux." The tables of contents of books have 
likewise been known to yield valuable sugges- 
tions. The organization of the  institution or office 
for which classification is contemplated is again 
Read berorc the Piitaburgh meeting of the Pennsylvanln L~bmry Assadation. OctobeP 22, 1931. 
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prime factor to be considered. The complicat~on 
IS such that it is abslutel> necessary to ha\-c a 
considerable corpus of material for comparative 
study. The course to be followed by a ce~itral 
committee, in its aim to\\ard usefulness, is very 
clear. \Vc must attempt to gather togctlirr e v e n  
possible docunie~it, pLlblished or unpublished, 
complete or in synopsis, bearing on special clas- 
s ~ k a t i o n s  now in use or conteniplated; we must 
catalog this materid arid provide for i t  a classifi- 
cntlon of classifications. \Ye rriust then broadcast 
information regarding the cstent and value of the 
nrcliive which has been created, arid offer to lend 
that  part of our collection which is unavailable 
for consultation in the locality front \\hich the 
inqu~g.  originates. Miss Keller's poster, exhibited 
a t  the Cleveland conference of the S. L. A, Yery 
well ~llustrated the point. Tlic Classification Com- 
mittee of the Special L~braries Council of Phila- 
clelpliia and the vicinity is cooperating with the 
Nat~ondl Committee on Classification of the S L. 
A. In this oqe project for the purpose of taking full 
ad\-antage of the fact that the "Archive" will be 
kept in Miss Keller's ofice in Philadelphia, a s  it 
has been in the past. 
This project, of course, has been under way for 
some time, and as valuable a collection of docu- 
ments as exists anywhere regarding fhe  lesser 
known classifications is already on hand. The  
proportion of inaterial on hand to t ha t  which 
exists is not, however, as high as it should be. I t  
may be esti~iiated that  one loan per month has 
been made during recent years. Certainly the use- 
fulness of such a corpus of rniiterial can bc very 
much increased. 
W e  a m  a t  a systematic procedure in building 
up both the files and the publicity to be given t o  
them. The existing files will be put in perfect 
order. Next, comparison of holdings will be made 
with other files held by local committees in New 
York, Chicago, etc. The central file will h a w  two 
card catalogs, m e  of prznted classifications, 
which has now reached about one thousand en- 
tries; the other, a complete catalog of unpublished 
class~fications. Whether deposited 111 the  central. 
file or not, this catalog will locate copies III the 
files of local organizations and classifications not 
on deposit w~ th  any I ~ b r a n  organization, but 
known to be in use. 
Hopefully cooperation with local conltiiittees 
will result in an agreement regarding uniiorni 
cataloging. A primary part of our program is 
t o  persuade local committees to canvass local 
libraries to contribute all possible da ta  on un- 
published classifications to the central file. The 
New York organization has already coijperated 
magnificently in this respect, and contributed 
the result s o l  its local sunVey, Another point in the 
Xational Commi~tee's program is to pe r s~adc  the  
local organizat~oris to build up ltbraries of bmks 
on classification for local consultat~on. The Eia- 
t~onal  Comm~ttee has found in its ~ o r k  that it is 
frequently necessary to refer arl inquiry to very 
obvious sources, such a s  the published Dewey 
1st. \Ylicn all the material wh~cli ~t has been 
possible to gather in by means of co6pn t i on  
w t h  local co~iiniittees is cataloged, a canvassing 
of libraries not represented may be undertaken 
by direct letter from the  Sational Con~n~it tcc.  
Several suggestions regarding foreign libraries 
have already been made. h list of those which it 
~011ld be desirable t o  approach, and whose clas- 
sifications aould bc useful in American business 
organization will be made out and this data. a s  
well, collected and classified, with the s c l ~ e d u l ~ ~  
contributed b~ Anicrican librar~es. 
Voluntary contribi~tions of t h ~ s  nature are 
often best. Thcy are backed by the librarian's 
confidence that  he has something definite to oiler. 
and that he wishes to pass on to others the prod- 
uct of his liibors. \Vhen solicited, a libraw is ap t  
to make a contribution which is mechanical, 
merely a Iragment of i ts  routine. I mean to sug- 
gest that, while we air11 to be systematic in build- 
ing up our file with a view to  avoiding duplication 
and waste of time, ~pol~lntary contributions a re  a t  
all times welcome We want t o  build up the bulk 
of our statistics and cxperiment immediately. 
May I outline in a few words the nature of the 
contributions desired? Da not send publist~ed. 
obvious classifications; the likeliliood that  t h q p  
are already on file in t he  central office is great. 
Published classifications had much better be 
contributed to local committees and sived for 
future reference. Lists of such local holdings can 
later be broadcast, as  suggested above. \ re  want 
primarily: 
1. Estens~ons of Dewey classification given in 
full detail. 
2. Large libraries' rcarrangemerlts of stmdnrd 
classifications. 
3. List of subject Beadings now in use. 
4. Outline of systems based on internal organi- 
zation of particular businesses. I t  is, of 
course, obvious that  over ninety pcrcent 
of the work of this Committee is of corn- 
tnetcinl and technical import. 
5. Pl'otes on systems lor card files. \\'bile nor: 
properly speaking classification, Inany 
new angles of subject division are revealed 
in special card catalogs 
6. Skeleton outhnes of classifications. 
Where a f~rll schedule is unavailable, the Com- 
mittee realizes that it i s  often only a t  d great 
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expense of labor that  an extra copy of the classlfi- 
cation In use can be made for outside reference. 
Some idea of what has been donc can be gathered 
by a puzzled colleaguc from even the briefest out- 
line. CVc believe this pomt t o  be of great impor- 
tance. 
Please address contrlbuttons to 2rliss Louise 
Keller, Independence Bureau, Consulting Engi- 
neers, 137 Sout l~  5th Street, Ph~ladelphia. 
A librarian may h a w  a chance to show the real 
brain-work which comes of familiarity \\ith the 
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material he or  she works with In daily contacts 
and constant ingenuity, but  the real bra~n-work 
most likely t o  be handed on t o  the rcst of the pro- 
fession 1s more apt to be shown in a solution of the 
problems of basic organization of the nucleus 
with its constant additions, that  is, 111 classifica- 
tion, than in any other way. I t  IS obvious that a 
tremendous waste of preclous results of this klnd 
now gocs on. The aim of the Committee is to 
preserve the documents in a cer~lrnl archi\c for 
general consultation. 
New Members Since November Issue 
INSTITUTIONAL 
University of Mich~gan, Bureau of Government, Ann Arbor, M i h g a n ,  Ione XI. EIy, Librarian 
ACTIVE 
Adra hi[. Fay, Business and hlunicip.~l Branch, 508 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, Mmnesota 
M. Dorothy Howard, Standard Statistics Co. Library, 345 Hurlson Street, New York, N. Y (Formerly 
Assoc~ate) 
MISS Hedwig Klingelhoeffer, 5102-39 Avenue, \f'ootlside, Long Island, N Y. 
Catharine Stukel, Library, Harris Trust and Savings Bank, 115 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Miss I. Tarnow, 1442 Pensacola Avenue, Chicago, lllmois 
Lydia hl. Weber, Guaranty Trust Co., Foreign Department, 140 Broadway, Kew York, N. Y. 
ASSOCIATE 
Marjoric A. Banks, The IIilwaukec Electr~c Ra~lway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Charles Rrockniann, 1-1. W. IV~lson Co., 958 University Avenue, Yew York, N. Y. 
Louise M. Gibson, Queens Borough Public Library, 89-14 Parsons Boulevard, Jamaica, N. Y .  
Mrs. F. S. Hazard, Brown Brothers, 59 Wall Street, h'ew York, N. Y. 
Elsa von I-Iohenhoff, 2418 Yorth Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
Mary Hull, 200 Broadway, Xew York, K. Y. 
May Milligan, National City Bank, 20 Exchange Place, New York, N. Y. 
Maude Montgomery, 111 Townsend Avenue, Pelham Manor, N. Y. 
Ruth E. Parker, Standard Statistics Co. Library, 345 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y. 
Jnnc M. Rced ( l l r s  Herbert), 111 Bedford Street, New York, N. Y. 
Dorothy A. Smith, Librarian, Publlc Library, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Dorothy Whiteh~ll, Goldman Sachs Tradmg Corporation, 30 Pine Street, New York, N.  Y .  
Marian \Vllkinson, Columbia Unwersity Llbrary School, New York, N Y. 
Elisabeth B. Wood, M~lwaukec Gas L~ght  Co., 626 East Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
New Subscribers 
Mansur R. Onkes, President, Insurance Research and Revlew Senwe, P. 0. Box 166, Indianapolis, 
Indiana 
Deceased Members 
C. F. D Uelden, Boston P u b l ~ c  Library, Doston, hlassachusetts 
Dr. William C. Lane, Harvard College Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
MISS Pauline F. Petrie, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., New York City . 
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Digest of Business Book Reviews 
Compiled by the staff of the Business Branch 
of the Public Library, Newark, N. J. 
Lucas, D. B. and Benson, C.  E. Psychology for 
Advertisers. Harper, 1930. $5.00. 
"Numcrous illustrations show how the ad- 
vertiser can reach the buyer through the three 
channels - reason, emotion, and habits." 
Darlnell Referencp Index. 120 words. 
"Statistical data secured from actual cam- 
paigns and from field and laboratory studies 
support the ideas advanced." Advertising 
Federation of Amer~ca. 1931 Series, So .  4, p. 
12. 220 words. 
"Unlike many books on advertising which 
contain the word 'psychology' in their titles, 
this volume minim~zes economic factors and 
does apply a knowledge of psycholog). t o  the 
various phases of advertising." C. L. Stone. 
/ltncrican Economic R w e w ,  June 1931, p. 327. 
145 words. 
"I highly commend this book to the thinking 
advertiser, for the authots have shown the 
value of psychology in a practical way and in a 
language that is easily understood and ap- 
plied." G W. Hopkins Managcnrenl Revrcro, 
April 1931, p. 124. 1,250 words. 
"The book deals with the custsmer's reac- 
tlons; the psychology and the  scientific design 
of appeals; the mechanics of laying out  an 
advertisement: selection of rned~ums; methods 
of measuring the effectiveness of advertising." 
System, January 1931, p. 48. TO words. 
McGarry, E. D. M o t t a l i  in Retail Trade. Uni- 
versity of Buffalo, 1930. $3.00. 
"The author has carefully pointed out  the 
limitations of the data which he uses and has 
wisely refrained from subjecting the data t o  
more than elementary statistical analysis." 
E. H. Gault. Acco~rnting Review, September 
1931, p. 243. 800 words. 
"The sub-title states tha t  this is 'A statis- 
tical analysis of entrances into and exits from 
the retail grocery, drug, hardware, and shoe 
trades in Buffalo over the  period 1918-1928, 
with special reference t o  the grocery trade."' 
L S. Lyon. American Economic Rminc, De- 
cember 1930, p. 738. 300 words. 
"This volume, which appears a s  No. 4 of the 
University of Buffalo Studies in Business, is an 
expansion In a more comprehensive form of 
Monogr,~ph No. 1 of this series of studies 
which appeared in 1928 under the title Retail 
Tradc Mortality in RuRalo, 1918-1928 " 
L. S Lyon. Jo~triral oJ 111' .4mer1can Sta1islicui 
Associalmc, hlarch 1931, p. 111. 375 words 
"The book contains many interesting and 
worth-while charts and graphs indicating cur- 
rent trends." Julournal of Retailing. October 
1930, p. 93. 290 words. 
McPhmson, Cameron. Letters That Sell - and 
Why. Dartnell Corporation, 1930. S3.75. 
"This volume is not a theoretical treatise 
which aims t o  make it possible for everyone 
who reads it t o  write successful letters." 
Durlrrell Reference Inder. 156 words. 
"Examples and quotations fronl sales letters 
are freely used, drawn from some 2,000 letters 
in the  author's file, each carefully studied and 
digested." Advertisi~ig Federation of America. 
1931 Series, No. 4, p. 8. 195 words. . 
" I t  reveals the  observations and experiences 
of a man who has been successfully selling by 
letter for over twenty years." Book Service 
Department, Dartnell Corporation, p. 10. 
143 words. 
Mclcatr,H. C., ed. Business Leadership. Pitman, 
1930. $3.00. 
"Should bc read by the younger men 'of 
opportunity and ambition, for its analyses will 
direct experiment, and ekplain esperlcnces 
which will lead to better results." B. A. Fmnk- 
lin. belle tit^ of fhe ' I ' a~ lor  Society, April 1931, 
p. 85.350 words. 
"The volumc is a collection of short essiays 
which present in concise and concentrated 
form the philosophies of 22 lenders of .\rncrican 
thought in the field of nianage~nent." 14. P. 
Dutton. Fadory o s d  I~rrfrtstrrml .tfanogetttent, 
March 1931, p. 426. 200 words. 
"A symposiu~n by a n u m h r  of well-known 
apostles of scientific management " .bfll~lcl&!e- 
men1 Rezvnu, May 1931, p. 158. 210 words. 
" Discusses training and quelit~es necessary 
for the ideal business leader of today and to- 
morrow." System, May 1931, p. 387. 20 words. 
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Mudgett. B. D. Statistical Tables and Graphs. 
Houghton MiBin, 1930. S1.75. 
"Similar material on tables has heretofore 
been readily a\.ailable only in the more re- 
stricted d~scussion of Jerome's and Secrist's 
texts. Prior dixusslon of charts has becn eithcr 
quite detailed or rather cursory." E C. Bratt. 
Anlericaiz Eco~tor~tic Review, March 1931, p. 
193. 250 wo~ds. 
"Illustrat~ons of all modern chart, graph and 
table forms i l l  general use for the p~esentation 
' 
and clarification of business information, are 
includecl." rlt~rcrtcaiz Bankers .-!ssocia!ron 
Jotrriral, July 1930, p. i 8 .  90 words 
"The course has been designed, not for stu- 
dents who intend later to become statisticians, 
but rather for those who ~ntend to become 
business men, and emphasis has been placed 
upon those elementary stdtist~cal methods w th  
which business men are likely to come mto 
most intimate contact." Cost Accorr~~toirt, 
September 1931, p. 107. 175 words. 
"This small book gives in readable and con- 
cise form the gist of many a larger and duller 
volume." Pcrso~inrl Jorrr?lnl, June 1931, p. 69. 
65 words. 
National Bureau of Economic Research. Planning 
and Control of Public Works. The Bureau, 
1930. $3.00. 
"This study fills one of the big gaps in our 
knowledge of employment stabilization prob- 
lems." I.'. G. Dickinson. Anterican Econol~nc 
Rmieut, December 1930, p. 752. 1,250 words. 
T h e  book consists of a brief summary re- 
port of the Committee on Recent Econonlic 
Changes, followed by an extensive study by the 
author of the present status of the planning 
and control of public works." Ordway Tead. 
Bulletin of the Taylor Sociely, April 1931, p. 86. 
430 words. 
"A thorough analysis of the growth of cities 
and the changes in type of population, the 
financing of publ~c works, and the attitude oi 
public oficials is made in this report." H. P. 
Dutton Factory and I?ldnslrial Mai~agernent, 
Sovember 1930, p. 975. 63 words. 
"The report is cautious and temperate in 
tone, and the reader leaves it with an mpres- 
sion that the study of existing facts alone, 
though highly essential to a solution of the 
problems involved, is not sufficient in itself for 
that purpose." J. 31 Clark. Jottrtral of the 
Anlcrican S/alzslical Associatiott, March 1931, 
p. 101. 900 ~?rds .  
' Despite the complex, uncobrdinated, and 
often stat~bt~call> ex,lsperatmg nature of the 
material with which he has to deal, the author 
has contrived to produce a volume replete with 
suggestive tables, charts, and appendices, and 
to reach certain conclus~ons possessing both 
validity and significance." E P. Hohman. 
Journul uf Lond and Prrblic Ulrlity Ecoitor~trcs, 
August 1931, p. 334 832 aords. 
Padel, C .  G .  True Values in Business and Buy- 
ing. Forbes, 1930. 52.50. 
"It is not a theoretical treatise, but intensely 
pract~cal, pointmg the tva) to actual~tles, on a 
111gh plane " A~rtonzo!nc rlbstracta, September 
1930, p. 209. 150 words. 
"Sellers, buyers and executives can spend 
profitable cvcning w ~ t h  this book " \V~llian~ 
Feather. .j-a!~o?r's Blrsi~rcss, June 1930, 11. 133. 
324 words. 
"The latest contribution to the l i terat~~re of 
purchasing belongs distinctly to the inspira- 
t~onal school of business writing and oRers 
little that IS new or p.wt~cularly helpful for the 
pu rchasq  man." Tire Prrrchasi~tg Agent, 
August 1930, p. 918 315 words 
Pitkin, W. B. Psychology of Achievement. Simon 
and Scbuster, 1930. S4.00. 
"The thesis of the book is that those who 
achieve are superior people." \Villiam Feather 
IITaiation's Blrsiness, Sovember 1930, p. 96. 
400 words 
"Professor Pitkin is ser~ously concerned to 
advance the effectiveness of really superior 
individuals in society and this book is an hon- 
est and forceful, if somewhat flamboyant, IIrief 
on their behalf." Persoititel Jotrri~al, April 1931, 
p 503. 150 words 
"Fifty real people are studied by the author 
who describes how they were helped or hin- 
dered by fate, by their tetnperaments, by their 
social relations." Systenr, January 1931, p. SO. 
85 words. 
Rose, T .  G. Business Charts. Pitman, 1930. 
$3.00. 
"It  explains with a wealth of example, the 
uses and limitations of the simpler forms of 
charts and graphs, and the limitatiolls are just 
as important as the uses." Cost Accoli~rtant, 
December 1930, p. 203. 160 words. 
"The aim of this little book is to meet the 
needs of the ordinary busmess man who would 
benefit by a simple study of the graphical 
methods for presenting statistics, and who may 
or runy not wish to putsue the more exhaustive 
and specialized works on the subject." Mail- 
nge11tri11 Rminu, October 1931, p. 319. 45 
words 
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"A clear explanation of various types of 
charts used in business and of the principles 
governing the correct presentation of facts by 
graphical metllods is presented by the  author." 
Syslerri, February 1931, p 133. 25 words. 
Schacter, H. W. Profitable Department Store 
Management. Harper, 1930. 54.00. 
'.\ profitable book . . eds? t o  read . . . 
uitliout the shghtest neglect of statistical and 
technical information." .-1 d;.crlrsiag u rzd SrUnrg, 
January 21, 1931, p. 81. 55 norde. 
"\'ital problems are discussed and eupl.iined 
in  such a way that every merchant will find 
something helpful." Jorrrrrril of Relalniling, 
April 1931, p. 2i. 310 \vords. 
"There is a freshness and directness in 
'Profitable Department Store llanagement' 
. . . which conies from the author's close con- 
t x t  nith all kinds of store problems and the 
whole-lieartedness \nth nhich he attacks 
them." Uishoi~ Broun. ~lorraget~~cirl Rmnu, 
XLi) 1931, 11. 159 1,190 xords. 
Schwennmng, C. T., ed. Management Problems. 
University of North Carolina Press, 1930. 
22.00. 
"The papers by JIr Iiendall alone ~nake  this 
book worth while His enthusasm lor scierlttlic 
ilianagenient and the excellent illustrations of 
111s applications of these principles to the com- 
pany under his control shon what can be done 
in a rather disorganized industry." J .  J .  I-lader. 
Birlleliri nlthe Taylor Society, June 193 1, p. 137. 
1 i 5  words. 
"Dealir~g nith a varlet? of subjects, Irom 
marketing to hydraulics, and the application of 
scientific management t o  unirersity libraries, 
it makes little claim to unity except the central 
u n ~ t  of approach." 14. P. Dutton. Farlory niid 
Iltd~rslriol Managerrretit, December 1930, p. 
1183. 165 words. 
"This volulne contains some excellent ma- 
terial on problems of the textile industry in t h e  
South." Ordway Tead. dlorrogmrcnl Rcuinu. 
April 1931, p. 127. 155 words. 
"To the reader not directly concerned with 
textiles, probably the most interesting section 
of the book is that classed as personnel prob- 
lems." E. 5. Cowdrick: Persomet Joarml,  
February 1931, p. 411. 630 words. 
Slokdyk, E. A. and West, C. H. Farm Board. 
Macmillan, 1930. $2.00. 
"The authors are successful in producing a 
popular statement of the agricultural situation 
and the contributions which the Federal F a m ~  
Board is attempting t o  make toward its solu- 
tion." H C. Taylor. dn~errcatr Eco~iomic 
Review, March 1931, p 117. 950 aords. 
"The au:hors are t o  be commended for their 
restrained treatment of such a controversial 
subject as farm relid and for the clarity of 
their conclusions." Food Ir~dztstrrrs, .-higust 
1931, p. 356. 133 words. 
"The writers ha\ e endc.~vored to supldy the 
material oil which t o  base an intelligent under- 
standing of the Federal farm poliq." Jolirl 
Cnrter. Forbes, December 1.5, 1930, p 59. 115 
words. 
"There has been a nced for a book of this 
sort, one that woulcl both expiatn clearly drld 
examine critically the r\griculturaI Jlarketing 
Act, and the authors in preparing it have per- 
formed a useful service " J .  C; Iintlpp. Joirrrzol 
of Birhess of the Crizrersity of Cbicclgo, d y  
1931, p. 301. 630 norcls. 
Sutcliffe, W. G. Statistics for the Business Man. 
Harper, 1930. $4.00. 
"Statistics, to be siirc, are necessary in the  
preparation of charts, but charts are so inuch 
simpler to unrlerstand that  \ye think J l r  Sut- 
cliffe has rightly devoted the greater part of his 
book to them " .Ydiori's Brrsiircss, .\Iarcl~ 
1931, 11. 116. 145 words. 
"Of particular \slue arc the many short-cuts 
to andysis that  are thorouglil\- e\pkined and 
illustrated by the use of esarnples." S n l ~ s  
Matrcrgenienl, April 11, 1931, p 42. 95 words. 
"This discussion of the pract~cal apl~lication 
of statistics will help the esecutive analyre and 
interpret his business problems, such as budget- 
ing, market analysis, financlal statements, and 
so on." Systen~, June 1931, p. 472. 35 words. 
"The book is written with the nlinimwl of 
technical jargon and consequently no p ~ e ~ i o u s  
training in statistics is neccssan to all under- 
standing of the methods described." Durlrrdl 
Reference Index. 110 words. 
Tobias, M. E. Profitable Retail Advertising. 
Harper, 1930. $4.00. 
"If the retailer writes his own advertising, 
this book will prove a useful desk nianual; if 
hc pays t o  have i t  done, here he \\-ill find criteria 
for judging the other fe l lo~ ' s  work." .4dw"l1s- 
Ing end Selling, February 19, 1930, p. 80. 1 0  
words. 
"Rather than go into gredt detail, the author 
endeavors to give the reader a a ide  general 
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knowledge of the many-sided problems of 
retail advertising." Advertising Federation of 
America. 1931 Series, No. 4, p. 12. 80 
words. 
"Every phase of retail advertising is dealt 
with . . . from the psychological reason for 
each type of advertisement to the ~neclianical 
procesxs involved In ~ t s  etup." Hugo Son- 
nenschein Ala7tagen~ci~l Rmew, June 1930, p. 
208. 282 words. 
hegoe, J. H. Credit and Its Management. 
Harper, 1930. $3.00. 
"His approach to the whole subject of credit 
is distinguished by the f'ict that he regards the 
human aspects more important than mechani- 
cal rules and systems of managenlent." Arnerz- 
can Bankers Assoclntion Joirrnal, August 1931, 
p. 121. 100 words. 
"It will prove of great mterest to the junior, 
as well as the senior credit man and wll, 
undoubtedly, also have a strong appe.11 to the 
lawyer, merchant, banker and others whose 
vocations or professions may not bc directly 
associated with the subject, but who wish to 
keep abreast of developments in this one of the 
most important arteries of finance, commelcc 
and industry." J. E Owens Managentelrl 
Rminu, April 1931, p. 128. 580 words 
"Any one wishing a bird's eye perspect~ve of 
The National Association of Credit Men, the 
early accomplislinients of that organizadon 
and the justification of ~ t s  continued existence 
because ofi ts  present activities, will find much 
ths t  isinteresting and inspmng In this volume " 
RoberL Morris Associales Montlrly Bdlelin, 
February 1931, p. 291. 140 words. 
"Newer and more efficient ways of extending 
credit, surer methods of protection, are dealt 
with by the author, fornlerly president, Na- 
tional Association of Credit Men." Syslenr, 
March 1931, p. 213. 60 words. 
Winter, S. G. C. P. A. Review Answers and Solu- 
tions. Prentice-Hall, 1930. 57.50. 
"The books are designed e~ther  for class- 
room use or  for guidance for those studying 
privately for the C P. A, examinations." 
Leona Kolin. Indltslr~al Arts Iirdex, Septem- 
ber 1930, p. 111, 135 words. 
"In the second volume Professor Winter has 
presented his answers and solutions to the 
three hundred seventy questions and problems 
mentioned above and his solutions to the one 
hundred sixty-five C. P. A, examination prob- 
lems." A. \V. Hanson. Accortirti7rg Review, 
March 1931, p. 76. 370 words. 
"'C. P. A Review Answe~s and Solutions' 
took the step necessary to make the first 
volume a most helpful and worthwhile work." 
Atncrican Acconntant, Febru'lry 1931, p 60. 
320 words. 
Wu, Shae-Tseng. Railroad Valuation and Fair 
Return. University of Pennsylvada Press, 
1930. $3.00. 
"While it is confined to the 'high spots,' with 
little that is new either in the mater~als pre- 
sented or in their treatment, and while there IS 
often difficulty In determining the attitude of 
the writer on controversial issues, the discus- 
sion is well-organized, clenr, accurate, and 
marked by praiseworthy balance and re- 
straint." I. L. Sharfman. Anrcricatt Econonric 
Reut'm, March 1931, p. 129. 800 words. 
"Thls book is of imn~ecliate importance t o  
every one interested in transportation." 
Certzfied Public Accountartt, October 1930, p. 
318. 153 words. 
"In this up-to-the-minute little volume, the  
author presents a sketchy but intelligent sur- 
vey of the complexities of railway rate regula- 
tion." M. L. Ramey Journal of Land a sd  
Public Ulilily Ecoiroslics, May 1931, p. 223. 
375 words. 
GOVERNMENT MATERIAL 
Elizabeth 0. Cullen, Department Editor 
Civil Aircraft Accident Report on Miscellaneous 
Flying for the first six months of 1931. (In Air 
Commerce Bulletin (U. S. Dept. ot Commerce, 
Aeronautics Branch), Nov. 2, 1931, p. 217- 
227.) "For the purposes of this report, mirel- 
lancous flying is considered as being composed 
of the following. Student instruction, experl- 
mental, commercial, and pleasure fly- 
ing." 
A New Estimate of American Investments 
Abroad, by Paul D. Dickens. "This bulletin is 
primarily a study of American holdings of 
foreign securities. However, in order to present 
a complete account, direct investments are 
estimated a s  of the end of 1930." Trade In- 
formation Bul4etin No. 767, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce. 28 p. Govt. Print. 
Off. 10 cents. 
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Annual Reports. Note:- Beginning with the 
first of December, it 1s h~gh time to be sure that 
annual reports of the Secretaries of Depart- 
ments, Chiefs of Bureaus, Independent Ofices, 
and other government organizations, are e~ther 
being received in due order, or arrangements 
being made to secure them. Release dates vary 
after the opening of the Congress, but make a 
memo to watch the newspapers and other 
sources for ind~vidual reports. 
* * I  
Career Leaflets, by Dr Walter J. Greenleaf, 
specialist in higher education, Office of Educa- 
t ~ o n .  Nos. 5 -Law, 6 - Medicine, 7 - Den- 
tistry, 8 - Journalisn~, 9 - Librarianship, 10 
- Architecture, 11 - Civil Engineering, 12 - 
Electrical Engineering, 13 - hIechanical En- 
gineering, 14 - Pharmacy, 15 - Nursing, 16 
- Forestry, 17 - Music, 18 -Veterinary 
Medicine, are now available. Govt. Print. Off., 
5 cents per leaflet. 
* * *  
Fifteen Per Cent Case, 1931. Ex P a t e  103 In tlie 
Matter of Increased Freights and Charges. 
Decision by Interstate Commerce Commission. 
Cited as 178 ICC 539. Denies rate increase. 
Suggests revenue pooling from certain in- 
creases suggested upon designated cornmodi- 
ties. Govt Print. Off. 5 cents (In connection 
with the study of commodity increases, the 
Commodity Classification published by the 
Railway Accountmg Officers Association, 
Washington, D C. $1 per copy w~ll  be most 
useful.) 
* * *  
Rural Community Fire Departments, by Wayne 
C. Nason. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1667. 46 p. 
Department of Agricultute. Apply. 
* * *  
Furniture - Its Selection and Use. Report of the 
Subcommittee on Furniture of the National 
Committee on Wood Utilization and 18th of 
committee's reports. Discusses buying plan, 
utility, and comfort, materials and construc- 
tion, styles, conditioning including somc rc- 
marks on "antiquing." Illustrations andcliarts. 
114 p Govt. Print. Off. 20 cents. Furniture. 
Decision of Interstate Corn~nerce in Docket 
17000, Rate Structure Investigation, Part 5. 
In addition to the carload formulas and other 
matters pertaining to rates, this decision con- 
tains definitions of kinds of furniture and dis- 
cussions of locations of the v,irious types of 
furniture manufacturing plants that are of 
espec~al interest in d~str ibut~on studies, coni- 
mercial geography investigat~ons, and mild 
curiosty sprees to see where things come from 
in these days. Cited as 177 ICC 5. Govt. Print. 
Off. 10 cents. 
* * *  
A Bas~s for Establishirig Industrial Sales Terri- 
tories, by Inclustridl Marketing Section, Mer- 
chandising Research Div~s~on,  Burcau o i  
Foreign and Domestic Commerce Seven 
bulletins: 1 -  umber of ~nanulact~~rir ig es- 
tablishnlents in the United States, by cou~~t ics :  
2 - IVage earners in rnanufacturing estal>lish- 
mcnts . . . by counties; 3 -Amount of wages 
p a d  in manufacturing establishments . . . by 
counties. 4 - Cost of n~aterials, containe~s, 
fuel and purchase of electric energy in manu- 
facturmg establishments . . . by counties, 
5 - Valuc of manufactured products . . . by 
counties: 6 - Value added by manufacture 
. . by counties; 7 7 Rated capacit) of 
power equipment . . . by counties. Apply to 
Irdustrial 5larketing Section. 
* * *  
The Argentine Iron and Steel Industry and 
Trade, by Charles H. DucotB, American trade 
commissioner a t  Buenos Aires. Trade Infortna- 
tion Bulletin No. 716, Bureau of Foreign and 
Do~nest~c Comnerce 38 p Govt. Print. Off. 
10 cents. 
* * *  
The Marketing and Distribution of Fruits and 
Vegetables by Motor Truck, by Brice Edwards 
and J. W. Park. Technical Bulletin No. 212, 
Department of Agriculture. 88 p. Maps, Illus., 
Charts. Govt. Print. Off., 20 cents. 
* * *  
Application of Pneumatic Tires to Rails, lly 
Louis Hall. Description of the recent tests on 
French roilways w ~ t h  the " hlicldnes,"  t.e. 
rubber-tired rail-cars developed by the hliche- 
Im Co. Rubber D~vls~on.  Specid Circular No. 
3092, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Corn- . 
rncrce. 8.p. Apply to Diwsion. 
* * *  
United States Summary Unemployment, by Bu- 
reau of the Census Returns by Classes from 
15th Census. ". . . sunmarises the uncmploy- 
lnent returns for tlie entire area of contmental 
United States, showing also tables for gco- 
graphic divisions and states, and for ci t~es ot 
50,000 and over. Returns for the special 
enunleration . . made 111 19 citics in Janu- 
ary, 1931, are not incloded." 84 p. Apply to 
Bureau of the Census. 
* + *  
World Wheat Prospects. 64-page mirncogrdphed 
study, accompanied by maps. Apply to Bu~eau 
of Agricultural Economics, Departmcnt of 
Agriculture. 
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B ALTIMORE CHAPTER opened its year a i th  a meeting a t  Goucher College where 
the members admired the ingenuity shown in 
ndapt~ng a former dorm~tor). building to  the uses 
of a libraq. MISS Falley, tlie I-~hraridn, has In- 
stallecl numerous rather novel features such as 
assembly in one place of faculty publications, 
week-end collect~ons, exhibits of specla1 collcc- 
tions of faculty members arranged around a 
hobby, or a fine edition of the library's. 
Boston's November meeting was devoted to  
a "Birdseye Survey of Socral Resources in 
lletropolitan Boston" by A. Vereicle, Associate 
.Secretary of Morgan Memorial, and "The Story 
c ~ i  3Iorgan Memorialr' hy Rev E. J. Helms, 
Founder and Supcrmtendent. This was arranged 
in accordance w~tli a declaration of hlnyor Curley, 
a h o  "set aside tlie week of November 15th-2lst 
asa 3lorgan Memor~al Goodwill Industries Week, 
for the purpose of intensirying the efforts of con-  
munity rooperatlon toward unernploq rnent relief." 
On October Zlst, twenty-three members of 
Cleveland Chapter met for dinner and mere 
entertamed by Cla~re Darby, Assistant in 
Technology Division of tlie Public Library, and 
3Iinn1e iVhite Taylo~ ,  L~brarian of the Cleveland 
Satural H~rtory Museun~, who related stories of 
their summer abroad. After MISS Claflin had 
summanzed some of the sectional meetings she 
had attended, the remainder of the evening was 
tle\oted to bridge. 
.\lil\\,~ukee Chapter had as their speaker a t  
the regular meeting in November Paul W. 
Steuart, who compded the ' blarket Data 
Handbook." Mr. Stewart took as his subject: 
"Discuss~on of Agencies and Types of Informa- 
tion." 
Specialists in the Sew York Pubhc Libruy 
brought their point of wew to tlie members of 
the Xew York Assoc~ation a t  its November 
ineetmg Jennie Flexner. Reader's Adviser, told 
of the astonishing growth of that sewice es- 
pecially now during the time of enforced lcisure 
of the unemployed who are eager to add to their 
knoalcdge dnd thus prepare themselves for the 
iuture Dorothy Lawton gave an mteresting 
outline of the development of Kew York's publ~c 
muslc library, the valuable g ~ f t s  that have been 
made, and the remarkable use that IS made of 
rhe scorcs of orcl~cstral music and of the phono- 
graph records The use of the sound-proof room, 
In which the latter are allowed to be played, is 
scheduled six hours a day, two weeks in advance, 
and there IS never an open date! A member of the 
Women's Committee on Unemployment Relief 
brought her appeal to the members, and MISS 
Pattee of Union Theolog~cal Seminary told an 
amusing tale of the difficulties confronting t11c 
cataloger of their rare collection of Iiyrunolojiv 
In addition, Iiew York had the privilege ul 1ie.rr- 
ing Josephine Rathbone, one of its members antl 
Pres~clent of A. L .4., tell of that organizat~on's 
plans for relief in the present situation. 
Philadelphia Council were privileged to meet 
in histor~c Carpenters I-Iall, the home of the 
Carpenters Company, the oldest trade body in 
Philadelpl~ia. John S. LIcQudde, Pres~dent of the 
Company, outlined its history and the history of 
the Hall, after wliicli a visit was made to the 
library, which contains many old and highly 
prized volumes on the buddmg trades 011 
November 20th, the Council held a Conference 
on "Placement and Personnel Problems In the 
Spectal Ltbraries Field." 
The joint meeting of Pittsburgh Specid 
Libraries Associatlorl ~ i t h  the Pennsylvania 
Library Associat~on coniprisetl two sessions on 
October 21st antl 22nd The \Vednesday evening 
meeting ~ncluded addresses by Miss Claflin, 
Marlon Hatch of tlie Pittsburgh Business 
h a n c h ,  and Miss Cullen. Tliursday morning 
was spcnt in inspecting special libraries in tlie 
city and vicinity. The closing sesslon on Tliurs- 
clay afternoon was devoted to technical questions 
tnclutling the  following: Library Publicity - 
Joseph F. Kwapil; Unusual Libraries - Gerald 
Haldane, formerly with the 1% Pacific Union 
and Institute of Pacific Relations, who told of 
experiences with Chinese, Japanese, ships and 
prison libraries; Administration of an Industrial 
Library - Mrs. J. W. Gilson, Librarian, P1111a- 
delphia Company; A National Lending Library 
of Unpublisl~ed Classifications- Paul Vander- 
bilt (see p. 458 of this issue); What Should tlie 
Special L~brarian Know of Classification? - 
Louise Keller, Reference Problems - Winifred 
Dennison, Librarian, Carnegie Inst~tute of 
Technology A number of members from Phila- 
delpl~ia and Washington joined with the Pitts- 
burgh Chapter in making this an unusually 
hclpful gathering. 
I<. Dorothy Ferguson acted as hostess to the 
San Fraric~sco Chapter on November 19th, when 
they visited her in her new quarters 1-1. R. 
Smith, Acting Manager ol  the Analysis Research 
Department of the bank, gave an informal talk 
on the "Bank and I ts  Customers," and answered 
queries submitted by the members In advance. 
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Ann hl. Baxter, formerly Librarian of the law 
tirnl of Cravath, DeGersdorff, Swaine and Wood, 
has recently accepted a position in the Law 
Libmry of Columbia University. 
* * *  
Theodora L. Haman is doing a temporary piece 
of research aork  in the Library of Batten, Barton, 
Uurstine and Osborn. 
* * *  
Iiuth A. Antbler is now in a position u i th  the 
3Iilbank Memorial Fund, 19 \Yall Street. 
* t *  
Dorothy G. Lilleston, formerly with the 
Library of the Standard 011 Company of Call- 
fornia, is now acting as assistant in the Sccre- 
tary's Office of Special Libraries Association a t  
345 Hudson Street. 
* I *  
Richard L. Rronn, rccently graduated from 
Emory University L~brary School where he u a s  
a Rosenwald Scholarship man, has accepted a 
position as Reference Librarian in the  Reading 
(Pa.) Public Library. 
* * *  
Mrs. Mildred N. Bryan, v h o  helped for n few 
weeks a t  the Secretary's Otlice of S. L. A., re- 
signed to accept a p o s ~ t ~ o n  u i th  Mr. E. L. Pierce, 
bookseller. 
* * *  
Rlay Peffcr is doing a job of cataloging for thc 
Richard Hudnut Company. 
* + *  
Charles F. D. Belden, Librarian of the Boston 
Public Library and an Honorary Member of the 
Boston Chapter of S. L. A., died Octobcr24, 1931. 
* * * 
Mr. S. Ashley Gibson, Librarian of the Pr&- 
dmce Jotirnnl and Evening Bltlleli~t, died recently 
while on a voyage t o  Bermuda. Mr. Gibson, prior 
to his appointment, had been for many years 
night city editor of the papers. Mr. Stephen A. 
Greene, formerly the chief political writer for the 
two papers, succeeds hlr. Gibson as Librarian. 
* * *  
Josephine Curry, who was Librarian of the 
Redmond Company, has taken a position with 
the  New York Public Library. Miss Curry is 
ellgaged upon the preparation of the  books for a 
new branch of the Library soon t o  b e  opened. 
Scardeficld, formerly ~ i t h  Alexander 
Hamilton Institute, has accepted a position as 
Malrager of the Enc~clopaedia Britannica Book 
S l l o ~  a t  60 John Street. They are conteltlplating 
enlarging the Book Shop to include business 
books. 
* * *  
Eleanor Ca\anaugh spoke to the Ne~sv Jersey 
College for \\'omen on Soyember 20, on "The 
Chance for \vomen in the  Statistical Field." 
* * *  
Lotus Lucile Mitchell, Librarian of hIessrs. 
SdliviIll & cram\\-ell, was married on Octobel 10 
t o  William Elligood hlills, Jr. hlrs I\Illls \\ill 
continue in her present position. 
* * *  
Esther Wright, of the staff of Batten, Barton, 
Durstine and Osborn, was married on October 26 
to George Carlin. Rlr. and 31rs. Carlin left for a 
cruise to thc \Yest Ind~es  and Panama. Mrs 
Cnrlin \\.ill return to her post with Miss Alex- 
ander. 
* * * 
1;rederick Rex, Libraridn of the bIunicipal 
Reference Library of Ch~cago, has bccn placed In 
charge of thc drrdngement of the programs for the 
series of addresses to be broadcast by city depart- 
ment heads and other c ~ t y  oficials on IYednes- 
days and Fridays a t  6 r . x  and on Tuesdays and 
Saturdays at 10.30 .\.v The Chicago Dazly ~Yeu-s 
carried an interesting story on June 12, 1931, 
describing the "Useful Tasks of L~brarian Rex." 
* * *  
Eleanor hl.  Ruvene, Assistant Librarian of the 
Chicago RIunicipal Reference Library, aas  struck 
by  an automobile on August 2 as she was alight- 
ing from a street car, and dled on August 7. 3Iiss 
Ruvene had been in the library servicesince 1926. 
* * *  
The Smday Star, Washington, D. C., had a 
full-page on October 25 devoted to "The Smart- 
est Gals in I-Iollyaood." Who are they? S a t d i e  
Bucknall, Chief of the  Metro-hldwyn LIaser 
research staff, Mrs. Elizabeth McGaffcy, head of 
Radio Pictures research department and Helen 
Percey, head of the Paramount research stafi. 
* * *  
T~~ other members of our Association hatre 
figured in the columns of our daily Papers. On 
June 13, the Sl~rboygatt Press carried a note on 
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the election of Marion Koch, its Librarian, as 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Newspaper Group. 
The article included a photograph of Miss Koch, 
as dld the column in the Chicapo Post on October 
13, when Mary B. Day, Librarian of the Museum 
of Science and Industry, Chicago, was the subject 
of comment. 
* * *  
Reinhold T. Pusch, Librarian of the Sunday 
Magazine of the New York American, has con- 
tributed an article to The File of October 1931, on 
"Picture Collections, Classifying and Filing." 
The Ftlc is the monthly organ of the Filing 
Association of New York, Sara A. Young, Editor. 
* * *  
Mrs. Lena Ruppert, a t  present on the staff of 
the New York Public Library, has accepted the 
position of Lam, Librarian with the National 
Broadcasting Company, New York. 
I * *  
Marjorie Hal1 is no longer connected with the 
National Retail Dry Goods Association, 225 
West 34th Street, New York. 
* 
George A Deveneau can now be reached a t  
Flossmoor, Illinois. 
The First National Bank of Detroit, Michigan, 
of which Elizabeth Mr. Bushnell was Librarian, 
has discontinued its Library. 
* * *  
Bessie C. Morrison has replaced Mrs. Kath- 
erine M. Roberts as Librarian of the Chesapeake 
and Potomac Telephone Co., Baltimore, Md. 
* * 
Harold A. Dorn is no longer connected with the 
Sales Research Library of the FIoovei CO., North 
Canton, Ohio. 
4 . 1 1  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cowles, of the libraries 
a t  the California Academy of Sciences and the 
University of California respectively, entertained 
a t  tea a t  their home, "the churchmouse press," 
in Berkeley, on Sunday aftkrnoon, November 8. 
About twenty of the special, public and college 
librarians of the San Francisco Bay region were 
invited t o  meet Bess Lowry, till recently Reler- 
ence Librarian a t  Iowa State College and now 
Reference Librarian a t  the University of Cnli- 
fornia library in Berkeley. 
EVENTS and PUBLLCATI-ONS 
Boston Chapter of the Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation is sponsoring a course on  "Trends in 
Modern Book Making" to include lectures on 
book design, printing types, methods of illustra- 
tion, binding, and master makers of the book. 
This is an activity of their Education Committee 
for 1931-32. 
* * * 
Joseph D. Vehling, food editor of IIotel Btdletzn 
and tire Nalzo)t's Chefs (Chicago), has gathered 
one of the largest and finest collections of food 
literature ever made, embracing important books 
on food, cookery, gastronomy, inns and hotels, 
and domestic science in the European languages 
sincethe invention of printing in 1450. Some char- 
acteristic samples were exhibite$ in The National 
Food, Cookery and Allied Trades Exposition, 
held at the Merchandise Mart, Chicago, October 
19-25, and in the Hotel Show, Grand Central 
Palace, New York, November 9-13. 
* * *  
Two recent publications of the U. S. Depart- 
ment of Commerce are Costs, Merkets, and 
Methods in Grocery Retailing, which is Part I1 
of the 1.ouisville Grocery Survey, and JeweIry 
Distribution by Retail Jewelers. Both are avail- 
able from any district office of the Department 
or from the Superintendent of Documents. 
* * * 
The World Association for Adult Education 
will change the character of its present bulletin 
into a quarterly publication of general 'mterest 
to adult educators in various countries. Contribu- 
ticms t o  this quarterly, which is made possible by 
a grant from the Carnegie Corporation, will bc 
in German and English with translations and 
summaries. 
* * *  
The A. L. A. Midwinter Conference will be 
held as usual in Chicago during Christmas N'eek, 
December 28-31. The second ~qeeting of our 
national Executive Board has been arranged for 
the same time. 
* * *  
Statistical Contributions tocanadiari Economic 
History presents Statistics of Banks in Volume I, 
while Volume I1 gives figures on Canadian trade 
and on prices over a period of years ranging from 
the middle of the last century. Volume I was prc- 
pared by C. A. Curtis, Volume I1 by K. W. 
Taylor and H. Mlchell. The books are published 
by Macmillan (Toronto). 
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On October 17, the Xational Advisory Council 
on Radio in Educat~on inaugurated two series of 
lectures - one on economics and one on psy- 
chology - by outstanding authorities in both 
fields. The lectures will-be broadcast weekly on 
Saturday evenings, from 8 30 to 9, over a nat~on- 
wide network of the National Broadcasting Com- 
pany. There will be thirty lectures in eaeh series, 
The economic series wdl deal with the causes of 
the  economic depression and possible ways out, 
unemployment insurance, national economic 
planning, etc., whde the series on modern psy- 
chology will cover such subjects a s  child develop- 
ment, changes in personality, animal behavior, 
and social and the industrial implications of 
scientific psychology. 
J. Earl Ruthardt, Librarian of the Wyomissing 
Trade School, an Institutional Member of 
S. L A., is editing and preparing The Reading 
HosPltal for the 1-lospital Association of West 
Reading, Pennsylvania, a s  well as the  monthly 
plant publication of the Wyomissing Industries 
of which the Trade School is a unit. 
B. E. Young has been appointed Librarian of a 
newly-formed collection on transportation in the 
office of the Norfolk and Western Magwine, 
published by the Norfolk and Western Railway 
Company a t  Roanoke, Virginia. The  Company 
provided the space and shelving, bu t  all books 
and pamphlets have been donated inresponse to a 
request in the July issue of the Magazine. Each 
month since then, progress has been noted and 
pictures printed showing the growth of the col- 
lection which already numbers abour6M)volumes 
on transportation and the territory served by the 
Norfolk and Wcstern. 
* * *  
The July 1931 issue of the Library Bdlrlitr of 
Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., in addition 
t o  the regular presentation of its semi-annual sur- 
vey of the current literature of industrial rela- 
tions, includes "some of the statements that  have 
appeared In print which show how a number of 
companies have adjusted their personnel pro- 
grams t o  reduced production." 
Current Library Literature, 1929-1930 brings 
together in'one alphabet "the subject index t o  
articles in library periodicals and cognate material 
as recorded in The Library Jnurnal (luring 1g29 
and 1930." Such a well-selected, annotated bib- 
liography will meet a real need as a quick finding 
list. I t  may be secured from the offices of R. R. 
Bowker Company for 50 centq 
The University of Minnesota Press publi* 
this month the first bultetin in a series of forty to 
fifty to be issued by the Minnesota Unempbg- 
merit Resench Institute over a period of two 
years. These bulletins will describe the mtbods 
and findings of a group of business execdm 
labor leaders, economists, social workers, a d  
members of several other professions, w o r b  
together under the  direction of Russell A. 
Stevenson, a dean of the school o P  b l s k s ~  
administration, on a large-scale study of c o d -  
tions respnsible for unemployment in the cities 
of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth. 
John Myer, Field Director of the Geoigc \V. 
Mead Paper Institute of Madison, Wisconsin, 
was so impressed by the article in Editor a d  
Pnblisher by Marion Koch, describing the lilnary 
of The Sheboggat8 Press, that he asked permkicm 
t o  use the manuscript. A reprint under the t i e  
"Not a 'Morgue'; A Live 'Producing Libtary!" 
was circulated to newspaper executives through 
Wisconsin and six other states. 
J .  N. Bowman has written for the Caliania 
Economic Research Council a Standard Rae&c 
Code for California Chamkrs of Commenx. 
In the code is a "Table of Seleeted Contents" 
which serves'as a guide t o  a Master 5-q- f a  
Chambers. At the suggestion of Guy E.i\.lat+m 
of the Los Angcles Chamber of Commerce, Mr. 
Bowman has sent'the Editor the Index to the 
Master Survey for the Berkeley Chamber. Thisis 
a most suggestive list of headings which might 
well serve in the organization of files d any sat 
devoted to civic information. 
* * *  
Bibliographic Ser~es So. 5 of the Columbus 
Memorial Library of the Pan American Pnk.  
Jury 193 1, under the title Theses onP.nhsrium 
Topics Repnred by Candidates for Degmm in 
Colleges a& Universities in the United States, 
is a guide to research in Latin American (IUCJ- 
tions. 
* * *  
The District of Columbia Librar). Associjtion 
will celebrate t h e  Bi-Centennial of William 
Co~sper with an old English literary evening m 
November 24 a t  the Dodge Tea House. The po- 
gram will be under the direction of H. H. B. 
Meyer of the Library of Congress. On Janl~vy20.  
1932, the  Association will make a visit to the nrr 
quarters of the Libraiy of the Office of the Supr- 
intendent of Documents as the guests of S a d  
Ambler, Librarian, Helen Silliman, and otba 
members of the library staff. 
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CRYING OUR WARES 
T HE October number of SPEC~AL LI~RARIES carried a fine plea from our President, Miss Claflm, urging each one of us to consider himself a publicity worker for the 
organization and for the best interests of the special library field. I t  was a fine 
challenge to  all research people who have stood the test of real service and have made 
a definite contribution to  the business world to gain general recognition. This is the 
age of publicity, and we .must take advantage of modern methods of information if . 
we wish to further our progress and extend our field. \Ye are like the very successful 
business man who admitted to a young ambitious person that he was far into life 
before he could throw off his modesty complex and toot his horn enough to attract 
attention and thereby exchange ideas that  made for development and progress. 
ii3h a realization of our tardiness in overcoming a handicapping reserve, let's get 
started and work hard to get in step with the march of time and advancement. The 
world today is full of examples of good products sold through promotion, and special 
libraries work - like the article "Uroccoli" - can lind the place that it deserves in 
the field of busmess, linance, and in modern life. iVe must make known what we 
have to  d e r  and this can be done through directed publicity. 
Suggestions for Distribution of Publicity and Promotional Material 
1. Every chapter appoint a News Committee to handle local publicity and to 
send material to the News Chairman. 
2. Group Cha~rrnen send to the News Committee names of magazines and publica- 
tions in fields represented in their group that are best mediums for publicity. (In the 
newspaper fie!d, Edifor and Pz~blzsher. Printers' I n k ,  and Iillalrd Priuter are probabll- 
the best magazines. Ii'hich magazines represent insurance, financial and other fields?) 
3. Kemember that pictures are of special value in connection with stories. Send 
these and emphasize the  dramatic or human interest side of the story. The special 
libraries field covers every phase of life, so that  the subject interest is very extensive. 
Many people of importance visit special libraries. These events should be noted. 
4. Items that appear in house organs, magazines and newspapers should be sent .- 
to Sews Chairman. News Chairman can send them to  national headquarters for 
historic outline of publicity which will probably be kept in scrapbook form. Scrap- 
book should also be kept for local chapter. 
5. Promptness is a very important matter in connection with publicity. The 
deadline cannot wait for material. Send by air mail if necessary. 
NEWS COMMITTEE 
MILDRED A. BURKE, Ckairina?l 
\ ~ I L L I A M  ALCOTT 
FLORENCE \YAGNER 
LOUISE GRACE 
A Valuable New Service 
M ARIE K. PIDGEON, formerly Research Librarian of Cleanliness Institute, is established as Consulting Librarian a t  135 East 52nd Street, New York City. 
In  addition to a service to special libraries in research or organization, Miss Pidgeon 
offers summaries of information from sources in foreign languages for topics supple- 
mentary to the usual demand of a specialized library. She is also supplying material 
to the readers in special collections of public libraries, on women's club topics, 
garden club subjects, genealogy, etc. The consultation service is designed to assist in 
satisfying extraordinary demands of individual readers, and to make New York 
City's splendid library resources available by mail to persons residing outside of the 
metropolitan area. Letters to  Miss Pidgeon, or telephone calls to Plaza 3-4700, 
New York City, will bring the same relief to  the reference department and its readers 
that the pay-collection of fiction brings the circulation desk. The service is expert 
and the charges are moderate. 
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Clipping Readers' Guide Material for the 
Vertical File 
AN the Readers' Guide be helpful to librarians 
in the preparation of material for vertical 
files? Many of the smaller librariesdo not attempt 
to  keep back numbers of the oversize magazines, 
but dip them for the file. Would a section in the 
Guide, listing under the names of such magamnes 
the important articles with subject heading, be 
of any practical value to the librarian in clipping? 
Some such form as this might be used: 
Saturday Evening Post D 31 '31 
p 3 Ramsay MacDonald 
MacDonald, Ramsay 
p. 14 Ilordes from the city 
New York (state) - Parks and reserves 
p. 20 Position of sterling 
Finance, International 
p. 21 Our navy, shall we build to the limit? 
United States - Navy 
Would such a service actually save time and 
allow for economy by assigning to an assistant 
the task of clipping' 
For what magazines would you find it uscful? 
What type of articles should be listed? 
Should pictures bc listed? If so, what subjects? 
Should cross references be indicated? 
We would be glad to have a clrscussion of this 
questlon and to hear from you any suggestions 
for carrying on such a project. 
NOTICE ! 
HE Municipd Reference Library af Chicago 
T(Frederick Rex, Librarian) has avail&le for 
distribution a limited number of copies of the 
bound volumc of the Oficial Proceedings of the 
Board of Commissioners of Cook County 
(Chicago), Illinois, for the fiscd year ending 
November 30, 1929. This volume is bound in 
cloth and contains 2230 pages. 
The above volume of Proceedings is replete 
with reports of committees of the County Board, 
and annual reports of county officers such a s  the 
SheriR, Coroner, Clerk of the Courts, Recorder 
of Deeds, Board of Assessors, Highway Depart- 
ment, County Treasurer, and the like. 
A request addressed to 1005 City Hall will 
hri~rg a copy to  any library by express collest, or 
by mail if the postage requ~retl to send it to  the 
Parcel Post zone in which the librarv is located is 
forwarded. The volume weighs nine pounds. 
HANDBOOK 
Commercial and Financial 
I1 Information Services 
A valuable tool in every library. 
A new directory describing the important sources of statistical information. 
Each statement, an accurate account of nationwide services. 
Full details, including t h e  scopc of the service and the  cost. 
Supplement bringing information up-to-date now being compiled. 
Price, $2.00 
Special Price to members, $1.50 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
345 HUDSON STREET r r NEW YORK ClTY 
Pages 472-478 deleted, advertising. 
